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ABSTRACT
This is a study of a type of fluid dynamics dominated by a
"one-body" dissipation mechanism expected to be relevant for an assembly
of particles whose mean free paths are comparable to or larger than the
size of the system.

Two simple dissipation formulae are derived, one

relevant for the process of nuclear fission and the other for nuclear
collisions.

The resulting predictions, free of adjustable parameters,

are compared quantitatively with measured fission-fragment kinetic
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-ivenergies and qualitatively with nucleus-nucleus collision data.

The
~

one-body dissipation concept is also tested against classical and
quanta! computer studies of particles in a deforming potential well.

~

~

I
~

This brings out special effects associated with the symmetries of
the well and points to a macroscopic dynamics of nuclear deformations
which, except for super-fluidity at very low temperatures, consists
of a smooth background dominated by one-body dissipation ("superviscidity" of nuclei), on which are superposed modifications due to
symmetries and quantization.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

;;..I

J

Equations of motion, including those governing the flow of
I

·~·

many familiar fluids, usually consist of three terms, which represent

~

the balance between conservative, dissipative and inertial forces.
The dissipative effects in fluid dynamics are often bulk phenomena
arising from the viscous shearing stresses between adjacent layers
of fluid in nonuniform motion.

The rate of energy dissipation, i.e.

the rate of flow of energy from collective degrees of freedom into
microscopic .(molecular) degrees of freedom, may then be expressed as
a volume integral (over the bulk of the fluid) of a suitable function
of the derivatives of the fluid velocity components at each point.
(An explicit formula of this type is displayed in Section 4, eq. (4.1).)

The microscopic mechanism for the above energy dissipation has its
roots in the (two-body) interactions between the molecules of the
fluid, and the physical content and mathematical structure of
conventional fluid dynamics is governed by the shortness of the
resulting mean-free-paths of the molecules compared to the size of
the system.
This "two-body/short-path" dissipation mechanism may ·be ·_
contrasted with a different, "one-body/long-path" mechanism, in
·"'

which the exchange of energy between collective .and microscopic
degrees of freedom proceeds through collisions of the particles with
a moving boundary of the system.

This mechanism would operate even

if there were no forces between the particles, as in the case of
an ideal gas of noninteracting mass points bouncing about in a
deforming container.

In this case the rate of energy exchange between

-2-

the mass points and the moving walls, calculated (see below) to the

.

first order in the ratio of wall to particle velocities, leads to
the ideal gas law stating the proportionality between the product of
pressure and volume,and the temperature.
~roportional

The temperature is itself

to the total kinetic energy K. E. of the molecules,

so that
pV = NRT=

32

(1.1)

(K.E.)

where N is the number of molecules and R is the gas constant (p. 116,
ref 1).

Thus in a slow compression of an ideal gas by a piston the col-

lective energy of the piston is converted into the microscopic kinetic energy of the molecules.

Since this result follows from a calculation to

first order in the wall velocity the resulting energy expression is odd
in this velocity and hence the energy flow has to be reversible: on retracting the piston slowly all of the microscopic energy reappears as
macroscopic work done on the piston.

The underlying mechanism of this

familiar energy flow in the case of an ideal gas is just the exchange of
energy between a particle and a moving wall, more specifically the increase
or decrease in the speed of a particle bouncing off an approaching or receding wall.
By calculating the energy flow between wall and particles to
the next order in the ratio of wall to particle speeds one expects
to find a term quadratic in the wall velocities, which would then
represent an irreversible dissipative flow of energy from the
collective degrees of freedom.

An example of such a calculation

results, under certain assumptions, in the following simple expression

/
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-3for the rate of flow of energy

...

,>-

·composed of independent particles with average speed~. and contained
~~~

·•

E into a gas with mass density p,

in a vessel of fixed volume, whose walls deform with normal velocities n

. -J

.E = pv

n2

do

(1. 2)

(The integral is over the surface of the vessel and the bulk of the
gas is assumed to be at rest - for a derivation see Section 2.

The·

case when the bulk of the gas is not at rest is discussed in Section 7.)
The one-body/long-path type of dissipation, exemplified by
eq. (1.2) has, naturally enough, received in the past less attention

---.'-

than the standard two-body dissipation which is dominant for many
ordinary liquids and gases.

(But see refs. 2.)- Nevertheless one

would expect that the one-body dissipation might be relevant for a
rarefied- (Knudsen) gas (ref. 3) with a mean free path comparable to
or longer than the dimensions of a vessel deforming at a rate no
longer negligible in comparison with molecular speeds.

Also for small

systems at temperatures close to the absolute zero, such as nuclei
or liquid He 3 , for which the particle mean free path may again
_become comparable to the dimensions of the system, the one-body
dissipation mechanism would be expected to become important.

(See

especially ref. 4.)
In the present paper we shall describe a tentative study of
the one-body dissipation mechanism and of the possible consequences
for the dynamics of nuclear systems.

In Section 2 we shall derive

the dissipation formula (1.2) (the "wall formula") as well as a
related dissipation expression (the "window formula") relevant for

-4the case of two vessels (e.g. idealized nuclei in a grazing collision)
exchanging noninteracting particles through a small opening or window.
We shall also illustrate the generally large damping predicted, in
the nuclear

context~

by the one-body dissipation mechanism.

In

Section 3 we shall explore this further by adding the wall formula
expression to the usual equations of motion for the small deformations
of an idealiZed charged nuclear drop.

In

Section .4 we shall describe

a calculation in which the above idealized nuclear drop with damping
is followed through the. fission process, and we shall compare the
resulting kinetic energies of the fission fragments with experiment.
In Section 5 we shall attempt an estimate of the relation of the
window formula to experiments on grazing and deep-inelastic collisions
between nuclei.

Section 6 is concerned with c+arifying the foundations

of the wall formula and testing it against classical and quantal
computer studies of particles moving inside a deforming vessel.
In Section7 we shall generalize the wall formula to include
translations and rotation of the vessel containing the gas and then
we shall discuss the formal structure of the new dynamics which
follows when the motion of a fluid is dominated by the one-body
dissipation mechanism.
2.

2.1

Section 8 summarizes the paper.

DERIVATION OF TWO DISSIPATION FORMULAE

The Wall Formula
Consider first the evaluation of the pressure acting on an

element of area

~a

of a plane container wall or piston in the case

when the wall begins, at time t
velocity

q

= 0,

to move with a constant normal

relative to a large volume of an ideal gas of uniform mass

-5density p , consisting of mass points m whose velocities are originally
isotropic and specified by a velocity distribution function f .
Choose a coordinate system moving with the element of area 60,
with the z-axis along the normal to 60 (and pointing away from the
gas), and the x andy axes in the plane of 60.

Let the velocity of

-*

the gas as seen from this reference frame be U, so that
negative of the z-component, U

z

.

..

-+

, of U.

q is

the

(To anticipate the discussion

-*

in Section 7, the' velocity U characterizes the drift, with respect to
the surface 60, of particles about to strike' this· surfate.

Particles

not about to strike the element 60, i.e. those whose velocities are
directed away from it might, in general, be characterized by a·
different drift velocity.)
-*

In the reference frame moving with 60 the velocities v of the
particles of the gas are clustered in velocity space around a point
-*

specified by u, the density fall-off of the' isotropic cluster being
described by the function f

(a Gaussian for a Maxwell-Boltzmann gas,

a step function for a completely degenerate Fermi gas).

See Fig. 1.

We shall presently require the projected velocity distribution
function g(v ) which, when multiplied by dv , gives the fraction of
z
z
particles with velocities between v

z

and v

z

+-dv .
z

It is obtained

by integrating over particles in a slab between .v z and v z +. dy z in
Fig. 1, and the result is readily found to be

;·

00

g(v )
z

dv 2n v f (v)

v=v -U
.z

z

(2.1)

-6For v

less than U , when the lower limit is negative, the
z

z

value of the function f is to be taken as the symmetric continuation

= f(v).

to negative arguments according to f(-v)

We also note the

\;'

result, to be used presently, that the derivative of g(v
.
z ) is given by

g'(v)
z

= -2~(v z -U)
z

f(v -U ).
z z

(2.2)

At a time 6t after the beginning of the motion of the wall with
respect to the gas, a particle initially in a slab of width
to the wall and at a distance

~

z

6t > L

d~

z

in the direction of the wall

Each colliding particle imparts to the wall a

normal momentum of magnitude 2mv .
z
of the slab

parallel

from the original wall position, will have

collided with the wall i f its velocity v
is such that v

d~

is (p/m)

d~,

The number of particles per unit area

and of these a fraction g(v ) dv has a
z
z

z-component of velocity between vz and vz +

dvz~

The pressure on

the wall, which is the momentum imparted per unit area per unit time,
is therefore given by

_l_Jf

p = 6t .

2m v z • (p/m)
.

d~ • g(v z )

dv z

where the region of integration over t and v

(2 .. 3)

z

is defined by the

inequality 0 < t < v 6t (see Fig._2) .. Since the integrand is independent
z
of

~

we find at once

dv

z

v

2

z

g(v )

z

(2. 4)

..
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-7Integrating by parts, using eq. (2.2), and assuming that g(v )
'
z
1 3
falls off sufficiently rapidly so that j vz g(vz) vanishes at infinity,
\~

we find
p = p

1oo -

1 3
v
4n(v -u )f{v -u) dv,
z z
z z
z
3 z

(2.5)
•

0

Changing the variable of integration to v, defined as v

z

-u z

(or v z + q) ,. we find

p

=p

1
00

1 '

1-l\

3

. 3 (v+Uz)

4nvf(v)dvz-p

0

.

=p

j(v-q) /v +

4nv f(v) dv

z

0

1

• 3

~p

.

1
3

--::r q.3

- pvq + pq - - p v

where
6p -

3

3(v+Uz)

p

f

+

~P

(2.6)

.
q1

3

. 3

(v-q)

4nv f(v) dv,

0

and a bar denotes averaging with respect to the distribution function
f(v), i.e.

'·

vn • 1:v 4~ v f(v) v/l;v 4~ v f(v)
2

2

In the case of a Fermi distribution, when f(v) is a step function
dropping fromf =3/(4nv 3 ) to zero at a'Fermi velocity v = vF, we have
o
F
v

n

so that, for example, v =

43

vF .

-8-

The term llp in eq. (2.6) is, for small q, a very small correction

.s

of order q •

For example, in the case of the Fermi distribution mentioned
.5

3

.

above, llp is readily calculated to be pq I (20vF), i f q is less than vF.
Imagine now that instead of a plane wall moving with respect to a
large body of gas we have a finite vessel whose surface elements move

q with

with normal velocities

respect to the bulk of the gas.

(The

gas itself.may, in general, be endowed with some drift velocity.)
Insofar as the use of eq.(2.6) is justified in this case
leading term, after multiplication by the volume

V

(see below), the

of the vessel, would

give
pV =

where KE
gas.

.!.3

= 21

V pv

~V

v

2

2

=

2
(KE),
3

is the total kinetic energy of the molecules of the

This is the ideal gas law.
More generally, the energy

oE

fed into the gas by normal displace-

ments on of the surface (and appearing as an increase o(KE) of the
kinetic energy of the molecules) would be

oE

= -·

f

p on dcr

l·zf
pv

=- 3

on dcr + pv-~ q on dcr + terms of higher
(2.7)
order in q/v

The leading term in eq. (2.7) would, by itself, give
o(KE) • - ·~ (KE) oV
3
v

l.'

u

0

{..;

0

.,"J

"'~I

8 0 ,::; t4

l'"

:)

7

-9or,
2

=us

(2.8)

where the subscripts zero denote some reference values of the quantities
in question.

The above equation states correctly the proportionality

of the kinetic energy residing in the mass points of an ideal"gas to
the two-thirds power of the density.

(Note that this relation is

exactly the same for a classical and a quantized gas - a consequence of
theadiabatic invariance of the action integral, refs. 5.)
For a volume-preserving deformation the first term in eq. (2. 7)
vanishes.

oE

The energy change
=

pv

f

q on

oE

can now be written

do + ...

(2.9)

or
dE

dt

=

pv

f q~

(2.10)

do+ ••.

If the bulk of the gas is at rest

."

dE
dt = pv-

f

n" 2

d~v

+

q and n are

equal and we have

(2.11)

•••

Here then is a simple expression suggesting a new form of
dissipative force to be inserted into the equations of motion in
certain idealized problems in fluid dynamics:

the dissipative force

·in eq. (2.9) resisting the motion of a surface element do is
proportional to the normal velocity

q of

the surface element with

-10respect to the bulk of the gas.

The rate of energy.dissipation in

eq. (2.11) is proportional to the surface integral of the square of
the normal surface velocity (rather than to a volume integral over

...

the squares of velocity gradients in the fluid, as in conventional
hydrodynamics) •
The central assumption involved in applying the pressure
expression

(2.6) (derived for the initial.motion of a plane wall with

respect to an infinite reservoir of randomly moving gas particles) to
the individual surface elements of a finite container deforming for
finite time intervals, is that each element of surface continues to
be bombarded by particles as i f these originated ina randomized
distribution.

This brings out a key hypothesis of.the present treatment

of dissipation, namely the hypothesis of the continued randomization
of the particle motions.

If the particles are a'ssumed to be strictly

independent the randomization has to rely on the collisions of the
particles with the vessel boundary.

If this boundary and its motion

are sufficiently irregular we may expect the hypothesis to be satisfied,
but if they are regular and symmetric we expect the hypothesis and the
associated dissipation formulae to fail.

(Weak residual interactions

between the particles might help to preserve some measure of,validity
of the formulae, but strong interactions would, of course, invalidate

,.
the whole basis of the one-body approach to the problem of dissipation.)
We shall see examples of the failure of the randomization hypothesis
in Section 6.

A more complete study of the effect of symmetries on

the one-body dissipation is presented in ref. 6 ..

0 0

8 u

8
-11-

2.2

The Window Formula
Consider now the one-body dissipative drag between two systems,

.

A and B, in relative motion and communicating through a small window
of area 6-a.

(Fig. 3.)

As before let the velocity of a particle with
-+-

respect to the window be v and .the velocity of the gas with respect to
-+-

-+-

the window be U for A and U' for B.

-+- -+-

(The velocities U,U' again charac-

terize the drift velocities, with respect to the window, of particles
about to traverse it.)

Let the velocity of the window with respect to
-+-

an inertial system of coordinates be W, so that with respect to this
-+-

system the particle and drift velocities are v

+ -+-W,

-+-

-+-

-+- '

-+-

U + W and U + W.

The window 6-cr may be considered to divide the total system of
particles into two sub-systems, one consisting of the particles which
at any instant are in part A and one consisting of the particles in
part B.

-+-

The force FA on sub-system A is equal to the rate of change

of momentum of this group of particles and consists of three parts:
~)

the rate of change of momentum due to the collisions of the particles

with the open surface, denoted by A- 6-a, of container A, (2) the flux
-+-

of momentum ~A from container B into container A, and(3) the negative
-+-

of the flux of momentum ~AB from A into B.
~

(- p~) dcr + ,YjJ t.a -

'i3A
...

g

Thus

-+-

6-a ,

(2.12)

AB

where p is the pressure exerted by the gas on the walls of container A,
and

ri

is the outward unit vector along the direction normal to the

surface.
-+-

In order to calculate the momentum flux ~
. AB
exactly the same considerations and the same ~ vs v

we shall use
z

diagram as in

-12the case of the pressure calculation in Section 2.1, except that each
particle, instead of contributing a momentum change 2m v z on hitting a
wall element, contributes a momentum loss from the container equal to
-+-+

.

m(v+W).

-+-+

-+

-+

.

.

We shall re-write this as m[U + (v-U) + W] in order to deduce

by inspection that, for particles in a slab dv

z

in velocity space·
..

-+

\j-+

(see Fig. l.) the average momentum loss per particle is m[U + (v z -U z )z + W].
(Here ~ is t~e ~nit vector along the z-axis, assumed
direction of the normal to b.o, from A towards B ~)

to point in the

This is because the

-+-+

-+

x and y components of v-U (the velocity with respect to. U) average out to
zero by syunnetry (see Fig. 1).
-+

-+

v

as m(u1 + W + v zz),

+

u1

where

-+

We may further. re-write the above expression
is the two-dimensional vector component of

It now follows that in order to find

U in the x,y plane.

-+
+
"'
replace 2m vz in eq. (2.3) by m(u
1 + W + vzz), to obtain

!f 61tff
/oo (u
=

m(lil+W

=

dv

z .1

J}9AB

we merely

+vz~)·(p/m)d~·g(vz)dvz

+W+v

z

~)

v g(v ) .
z
z

(2 .13)

0

The second part of this integral is proportional to exactly the
same integral over v

z

as the one in eq. (2.4).

by having one power of v

z

less.

The first part differs

The result of integrating eq. (2.13)

by parts and manipulating the expression as before is, therefore,

..

(by inspection)

1

J -+

+,1

2

1

3

l

-+

- 2 P { (Ul+W)2-(v+Uz) /v+z 3(v+Uz) /v }+b.!?AB

-u

where
= - P

.

J :v[~(v+Uz) (~1+W )+~(v
0

2

+Uz)

3

t]

(2.14)
2nvf(v) .

0 0

n
v

t:,l

8 0

s

~

5 9

tf

-13For small

U the term~

5
is a very small correction of order u .
-+·

In order to obtain the momentum, flux,_91

BA

from B to A

we

merely

U by -U' and change the sign of ~ in eq. (16) (since
z
z
the direction of the z-axis is into container B).

-+

Vfi

'-iA

.

= -12

Thus

.. { -+ +1
2
P . (U'+ wr-(v- U') /v.· 1
2
z

(2.15)

'

~
tJ. .Y: = -p
BA

fz-u

1.
2
dv[-(v -u')
2
z

2nvf(v).

0

Substitution of eqs. (2.14), (2.15) into eq. (2.12) now gives the force
on system A, without any assumptions as to the smallness of the velocities
-+-+

-+

-

U, U' and W with respect to typical particle speeds v.

If these velocities

are small and we retain only the leading terms in these quantities we find

g

1

=-p
AB

.2

. {

21 v-

1

-+ +W)
-+ + (}v
12 +vUz)
"'z+ ••. .
(U
1

,

which leadsto

F=f

v

1

(-pn)do - - pv
3

2 -v

z!J.o

A-!J.o

"

+

tP

(2.16)

Aa {

'ZV(u~- u.>

+

t V(iil- ii1)+ ... }

If the surface elements of container A are not in motion with
respect to the gas inside it, the pressure p is given by the static

-14-.

value

J1

2

p v .

The first line in eq. (2.16) is then an integral of a

constant pressure taken over a closed surface (closed off by the term
in 6.cr), and the result is identically zero.

If the surface elements

are in motion with respect to the gas there will be an additional
contribution to the force on A, of the form of the wall formula discussed
in Section 2.1, and associated with the container A itself.

In any

case the force on A due to the presence of B is given by the second
line in eq. (2.16).

-+

-+

We shall denote it by FB on A , or FBA"

It can

be written as

(2.17)

..

..

+

..

-+

where u, equal to U'- U, is the velocity of B relative to A, and "ull
and u are the components of this velocity along and at tight angles
1
to the normal through•the window 6.a(pointing from A to B). The'
quantity n

0

,

1 .
equal to 4
pv, 1s
the static one-sided flux of particles

in the gas (from left to right or right to left across a unit area).
Equation (2 .17) is the _window formula for the velocity-dependent
dissipative drag of system B on system A calculated to first order in
-+

the relative velocity u.

Note that this force is not, ingeneral, parallel

-+

to u, since the friction coefficient associated with motion normal to the
window is twice the corresponding coefficient fo'r tangential friction.
The reason for this may be traced to the circumstance that the normal
component of the motion (unlike the tangential component) affects the
rate of exchange of particles between the two containers.
-+ -+

-+

Note also

that to the first order in the velocities U,U' ,W the window formula (2.17)

.•.

0 0

"':,•

';)

6 0

'~

-15-+

is independent of the window velocity W.

Taken to higher orders the

~
-+
f ormula would contain a term l1near
in W associated with the mass flux

·-.,.·

between the containers.
In the nuclear context we shall use a velocity or momentum
distribution which is constan't up to a max1"mum Ferm1· vel oc 1· t y vF or
Fermi momentum P

mvF, so that

(2.18)

v

With four nucleons per

h

3

of phase space (h is Planck's

constant) the particle density p/m is related to P through

p/m

=

(~

where m is the nucleon mass and r

0

(2 .19)

the nuclear radius constant.

Using

these relations the quantity pv appearing in the wall formula eq. (2)
can be written as

4 3
1 - .
4nP /h , and the drag coefficient 4 pv 1n the window

4 3
formula eq. (2 .17) is simply nP /h .

For tangential motion, when u = 0,
11

the window formula reduces to the result quoted on p. 55 in ref.

7 ..

We may note here that the reservations one might have concerning
our derivation of the wall and window dissipation formulae, on account
of the disregard in those derivations of the Pauli exclusion principle,
are largely removed by the correspondence between classical and quantum
mechanics revealed by Liotiville's theorem.

According to this theorem

the representative points in phase space, for classical particles moving
under the influence of a time-dependent one-body potential, exhibit the
properties of an incompressible fluid.

It follows that if a swarm

-16of particles is distributed so as to satisfy.the exclusion principle

.

initially (by having, say, four particles per h

3

of phase space) the

classical equations of motion ensure that the principle will be obeyed
for all time, at least in the average sense of a fixed density 4/h

3

in phase s·pace.

2.3

Characteristic Damping Times for Nuclei
We note·that there is nothing adjustable in the wall and window

formulae.

When applied to the nuclear situation, the nuclear density p

is known and the mean nucleonic speed

v is

known.

Thus we can at once

make an estimate to see whether the dynamics of a nucleus described by
the independent-particle (Knudsen-gas) model should be dominated by
dissipation or not.

The simple order-of-magnitude way of doing this

is to write down the characteristic decay or damping time of the one-body
dissipation theory resulting from balancing typical inertial and
dissipative terms in the equations of motion.

For example, if in

the fission process we imagine a nucleus (radius R), started off with
a collective· kinetic energy E (in the form of a surface deformation or
ripple of multiple order

~.

say) the time to dissipate this collective

energy will be of the order of
-1
t

damp

;:::::

1 dE
E dt

0 0

fJ

';
R
:..,..-:--

1

l!'t_:

t~f

8 0 J 4 6 I

-17Let us write the wall-form~la estimate for dE/dt as
-

2

.

.2

pv(4TIR )(typical n)

·'

and the estimate for the kinetic energy E as one half a typical mass
times a typical value of

n2

The typical mass in a multipole ripple
1

of order£ is of the order of I {mass of nucleus), because the nodes
of the multi pale ripple divide the nucleus into about 9, cells.

Dropping

all numerical factors we then find the order of magnitude relation
-

tdamping --

I
Geometrical
factor

Il

\
Characteristic time
unit of the one-body
dissipation theory.

The characteristic time unit is thus a nucleon transit time.
in the range of (0. 7 -1.3) x 10

-22

I t is

sec for mass numbers between 50 and 250.

(The corresponding damping widths in energy units would be h(v/R) ~
5 - 9 MeV.)

These are damping times intrinsically short compared to many

characteristic collective times; so the message here is that one-body
energy dissipation may often dominate collective nuclear dynamics.
The mechanism of collective energy dissipation by collisions of particles
with the moving walls of the potential well appears to be not some
small correction, but a gross, dominating phenomenon that has to be

-18looked at very seriously.

It suggests at once that nuclei may often

be "super-viscid".
A similar order-of-magnitude estimate of the damping or stopping
time in nucleus-nucleus collisions goes as follows;

Imagine two nuclei

with radii R colliding with a relative velocity-u.

The collective

kinetic energy is of order

(We are again dropping factors of order one.)

If the nuclei are in

communication through a neck or window of area Tia

2

the window formula

says

IdtdE'

~

41

2)(u 2).
pv(na

Therefore the characteristic damping or stopping time is of order
t

stop

~ R 3 pu 2 /p~a 2 u 2~(R/a) 2 (R/v)

I

Geometrical
factor

\

Characteristic
time unit.

Again we see the product of a geometrical factor and
(short) nucleonic time unit.
collision time defined by

t

call

we find
t

tstop ~ (R/a)2(u/v),
call
or

the characteristic

If we compare this stopping time with a

0 0

'J'·

6 2

"
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t

stop
tcoll

~ (R/a)2

i

Energy per nucleon above barrier
Fermi energy (- 30 MeV)

Here the geometrical factor (R/a)
time goes of course to

co

2

is all-important - the stopping

as the neck a tends to zero.

But for not

too small necks the above ratio might be of order 1 if the total
energy above the barrier is not too many MeV.

In that case the

super~

viscid nuclei might be brought to relative rest in a time comparable
to the collision time, as requtred by the phenomenon of deep inelastic
scattering.
This is the background of the idea of one-body dissipation and
of nuclear super-viscidity.

How does the idea fare when subjected to

further theoretical analysis and confronted with experiment?

In order

to answer this question and to learn under what conditions ·- if ever simple expressions of the type of eqs. (2.11) and (2.17) are relevant
for practical applications, we shall proceed in two ways.

In Section 6

we shall attempt a discussion of the validity of the assumptions underlying these equations.

Subtle questions are involved to some of

which we don't know the answer.

Even pending the further clarification

of these questions we have thought it worthwhile to explore, in
Sections 3, 4, and 5, some consequences of these equations and to
compare the results with experimental data on nuclear dynamics,
especially nuclear fission.

-203.

SMALL VIBRATIONS OF A DROP.
"'li'

The order of magnitude of the dissipation associated with
,J

eq. (2.11) in the context of nuclear dynamics may be illustrated by
adding such a term to the equations of motion of an idealized
incompressible nuclear drop (with a surface tension y and a uniformly
distributed total charge Ze) that is undergoing small motion around
the spherical shape.
Let the radius vector of the surface be written as

9,

00

L:l:

R(8,¢)

(3 .1)

£=1 m=-9,

* = ( -1) ma£ ,-m (to ensure the reality of R), ).
with a9,m'
ensuring· conservation of volume, and the terms with 9,
fixity of the center of mass.

a scale factor
l, . ensuring the

In what follows we shall.restrict

ourselves to the case of real coefficients a£m'

This corresponds

to standing waves which carry no angular momentum.
The changes in the surface and Coulomb energies of.the distorted
drop are given by (ref. 8)

6E

6E

s

c

3

(Ze)

4n

Ro

2

00

9,

L:L:
2

(9,- 1)
(2£+1)

2

a£m

+ ...

-9,

so that the potential energy of the drop with respect to the spherical
shape may be written as

0 0

6
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v

(3 .2)

where

20x(£- 1)]
2£ + 1
and xis the fissility parameter defined by

(3. 3)

(Ze) 2 /[10(~ nR 03 )y].

If, for purposes of illustration, we assume irrotational flow,
the kinetic energy is (ref. 8 )

£

00

KE

~

.LL:
-£

(3 .4)

2

pR05/9v
It follows that the force resisting an increase da9vm in one
of the coefficients a9vm is

av

= -C9v a9vm , and that the inertial

reaction associated with an acceleration

a9vm in a9vm is -M9va9vm·

The dissipative force may be deduced with the aid of eq. (2.11).
Using
Q,

00

n

RO

2:: .L
2
00

on

Ro

-9v
9v

LL
2

00

oa9vm y9vm

+ ...

-Q,
Q,

RoLL
-£
2

a9vm y £m + ...

*
6a9vm y9vm

+ ...
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we find for the energy dissipated in a displacement on the result

oE

+ ··)
R 4pv0

+ ...

It follows that the dissipative force associated with a rate
of change a9,m in

a9-m is given by -Da9-m , where D

=

4 -

R0 pv

(Note

that this friction term is independent of 9.,.)
The balance of inertial, dissipative and conservative forces
requires that

0

(3 .5)

We note that if the damping were due to ordinary (two-body) viscosity
the equations of motion (again under the illustrative assumption of
irrotational flow) would be

0

(3 .6) .

9,10
wh ere

U being the usual viscosity coefficient of the fluid.
In the absence of dissipation the characteristic time of the
collective vibrations described by eq. (3.5) or (3.6) would be

Tvib

=~

0

ri
'""i

·o"
'

u

6
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On the other hand in the absence of driving forces (i.e. C~ = 0)

the e-folding time for the damping of an initial motion would be given
by
t (1)

damp

= M~
_,..
D

= -1~

(R

0

/v)

(3.7a)

in the case of one-body dissipation, and

t

(2)
M~
1
2
damp = D~ =2(~-l) (2i+l) (RO P/ll)

(3.7b)

in the case of two-body dissipation.
Equation (3. 7) re-states quantitatively the order-of-magnitude
result found in Section 2.3 , according to which the fundamental time
unit of the one-body dissipation dynamics is the transit time R0 /v:
Similarly the fundamental time unit for dynamics dominated by two-body
dissipation is given by the expression R
may be

rewritt~n

0

2

p/~ in eq. (3.7a), which

in an instructive way by using an estimate for the

viscosity coefficient which follows from the kinetic theory of gases,
viz
1 lJ=-pvL

(3.8)

3

where L is a suitable mean free path of the particles in the gas
(see p.273, ref.!).

This leads to

(3.9)

The fundamental time unit multiplying the geometrical factor
3/2(i-1)(2i+l) is the transit time (R
of R0 to L.

~n this case R

0

/v

0

/V) augmented by the ratio

is what the single-particle transit

-24time would be if there were no collisions between particles.)

For

macroscopic bodies R /L is a large factor and viscous effects for
0
large fluid systems are thus often of secondary importance.
.
ot h er h an d f or sma 11 systems t h e d amp~ng
short as the transit time R /V
0
typical collective times.

,

.

t~me

On the

t (2) may b ecome as

which is itself short compared to

One would then expect such small systems

to be dominated by viscosity.

(This is in accordance with the

observation that the dynamics of all ordinary fluids, including the
3
Fermi liquid He , would be dominated by viscosity once the scale
of the relevant objects reached the level where only tens or hundreds
of molecules were involved -see pp. 53, 54, ref. 7.)
In the nuclear context eq. (3.9) might be relevant at very high
temperatures, approaching or even exceeding the Fermi energy.

(An·

extreme case is the recently discussed nuclear "fireball", ref. 11).
At such temperatures the exclusion principle

is relatively less

important in inhibiting nucleon-nucleon interactions and nuclear
matter is expected to become more nearly like an ordinary fluid,
characterized by mean free paths of a couple of fermis.

Since relevant

nuclear radii are unlikely to be more than a few fermis, ratios R /L
0
of around 3 may be typical and for such systems severely overdamped
dynamics, with damping times of the order of the transit time R /V,
0
may again be anticipated.
Coming back to eq. (3.5) we see that each amplitude aim obeys
the equation of motion of a damped harmonic oscillator.
is periodic (with damped amplitude) if D < 2 /Mici

n

> 2/Mici

The motion

and aperiodic if

The critical value of D is thus

\.

0

n.
v- .•.,t
§
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.r.---c

Dcrit = 2vnR,~~

=

l

2 -'pR07. y R,;
1 [
N

~+ 2

20x ~
2~+ 1

(3 .10)

J

A dimensionless coefficient of overdamping xil) may be defined
for each mode by
1

(l)
D
XR,
- D

crit

= -1
v-(ioP
2
y

[R--1
-~

(R, + 2

___,2_ox_.r
2R- + 1

2

]

(3.11)

This number gives the relative importance, for a given mode,
of the damping force compared to the inertial force.
Using again eqs. (2.18) and (2.19) we find for x?) the expression
1

xi >

=

(3/16)(9n>

113

2

V(h

13

2

/mr )/(4nr 0 )
0

[-~R-- 1

(R-

+ 2-

-i
2 ~+ 1 ) ]
20x

(In ref. 12 this formula was incorrectly written with a factor 3/8
instead of 3/16.)

We give below a corrected table of the values of

xil) for three idealized nuclei and three harmonics (Lysekil parameters

..

were used, ref. 13.)

TABLE I

=2

4

8

20Ne
10

1.51

0.97

0.69

120Sn
50

2.62

1.44

0.97

238u
92

4.73

1.79

1.14

R,

•

-26The values of xil) are larger than one except for very light nuclei.
and/or high harmonics; suggesting severely overdamped aperiodic motions
in most cases.

Formally this overdamping would (for a given mode)

increase without limit for very large systems (see eq. (3.11)).
idealized nuclei would become "super-viscid."

The

Table I suggests that

many nuclei in the periodic table, especially the heavier ones, might
exhibit to a noticeable extent such super-viscid characteristics.
A high nuclear viscosity or dissipation is indeed implied by
the existence of so-called deep inelastic processes (ref. 14), which
suggests that nuclei behave somewhat like two drops of honey that get
stuck but do not easily flow together.

However, high two-body viscosity

is inadmissible in fission, where it would predict stretched-out scission
shapes resulting in fission-fragment energies far below those' observed
experimentally (see ref. 15 and section 4).

This stretching out is due

to the stronger damping of short wavelength modes, such as a necking-in of
the fissioning shape, compared to an overall elongation - exactly the
mechanism that is responsible for the formation of a long neck in
dripping honey.

This is a well-known effect in hydrodynamics where

(ordinary) vi-scosity always becomes dominant for sufficiently short
wavelength modes (or sufficiently small systems -- see above).
quantitative illustration of this is provided by eq. (3.6).

A
This time

the friction terms Dt depend on t (they increase linearly with t for
large t) and the coefficient of overdamping X(Z), defined in analogy
with x(l), is given by

8 0

0

6 6
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=

;~~ 1]

_o_;i;..__ = JJ(2t + 1) [P R y t:l (t+2 0
2/Mtct

-z-1
(3 .12)

: : IPY~
~( i)

1/2

for large R.

We readily find that the· ratio of the overdamping factors for two- and
one-body dissipation is
(2}
Xi

{I)
Xt

=

J2

(2i + 1) (L/R0 )

It follows that for a mean free path of the order of 2 fm the
overdamping. factors X( 2 ) would often be even larger than X(l), ranging
in fact between 2.8 and 4.7 for the cases listed in Table I.

We may

also note that for this choice of the mean free path, eq. (3.8)gives
for the viscosity of (hot) nuclear matter the value

]J

= 0.12

terapoise.

This is a very high value (about eight times larger than the moderate
viscosity used in ref. 18) and confirms that at least hot nuclear
matter (along with all known normal liquids) would exhibit super-viscid
characteristics when the relevant systems are sufficiently small.
Not<! that, since a· typical harmonic of order R. correspo.nds to
a ripple with a separation between nodes of order R /R., eq. (3.12)
0
states that the relative importance of normal viscosity is inversely
proportional to the square root of the wavelength of the disturbance
(for short wavelengths).

(1)

In contrast, the coefficient Xt

for one-body

dissipation is directly proportional to the square root of the wavelength

-28-

(eq.

(~.U)).

The reason for the extra power of a wavelength A in the

ratio x(l)/x(Z) (or in the ratio t( 2)/t(l)) is ~ediately clear from
the expressions for the rate of energy dissipation

E in

the two cases:

a surface integral of the square of the surface velocity in the first
case (eq. (2.11)), and a volume integral over the squares of velocity
gradients, in the second.

To see this consider a wave of wavelength

A on a plane fluid surface.

Let the amplitude change at a rate

The rate of one-body energy dissipation is proportional to (n)
and is independent of A.

2

n.
(area),

In the case of normal hydrodynamics a wave

of wavelength A disturbs a layer of fluid to a depth of the order of
A below the surface (ref. 16).

The velocity gradients are therefore

of order n/A and the volume of affected fluid is of order (area) (A).
Hence the volume integral over the square of the velocity· gradient is
proportional to (area) (A). (it/A)

2

=

2
(area) (n) /A.

This explains the

extra power of A and the inhibition of short wavelength modes (like
necking) in hydrodynamics with ordinary viscosity.

In the case of

one-body damping such an inhibition of short wavelength modes is not
present, and _it is therefore quite possible that in a fission process
dominated by one-body dissipation the scission shapes would be reasonably
compact and the fission fragment kinetic energies would not come out
in drastic disagreement with experiment.

In the next section this

question will be investigated quantitatively.
4.

FISSION OF AN IDEALIZED DROP

To explore quantitatively the effect of one-body dissipation on
the dynamics of fission we use an extension of the simple macroscopic
approach described in refs. 17 and 18.

In particular, we describe the

a

0 0

(J

6 7

-29shape of the nucleus by means of N collective coordinates q

=

q , ... ,
1

qN and s5lve classical equations of motion to determine their time
dependence.
The presence of dissipation introduces into the equations of
motion an additional force that is proportional to the generalized
velocities.

This modifies Lagrange's equations to

i

where the Lagrangian L

=T

=

19

1, ••. , N

- V is the difference between the collective

kinetic and potential energies and where F is the Rayleigh dissipation
function; qi denotes the collective velocity corresponding to qi.

These

N second-order differential equations are transformed into 2N first-order
differential equations for the coordinates and their conjugate momenta
(modified Hamilton's equations), which are integrated numerically to
determine the time evolution of the system for a given set of initial
conditions.
The dynamical motion therefore depends in general upon the nuclear
potential energy of deformation V(q), upon the collective kinetic energy
T(q,q),

and upon the Rayleigh dissipation function F(q,q).

potential energy is calculated by

~eans

The nuclear
20,21
of a modified liquid-drop model

that takes into account effects due to the finite range of the nuclear
force in addition to the surface and Coulomb energies of the ordinary
liquid-drop model.

In this model, the nuclear macroscopic energy is

determined in terms of a double volume integral of a Yukawa function.
Because we neglect single-particle corrections to the potential energy,

-30-

our later comparisons with experimental data. must be restricted to nuclei
with moderately high excitation energies, where single-particle effects
are expected to become relatively small.
The collective kinetic energy is calculated for incompressible,
nearly irrotational hydrodynamical flow by use of the Werner-Wheeler
18 22
me tho d , •
whi c h approx im ates t he true ve1 oc i ty fi e ld v+ i ns1.d e t h e

nucleus by the flow of circular layers of fluid.

When the dissipation is

small the dynamical motion is affected strongly by the kinetic energy.
However, for large dissipation, such as the one-body dissipation
considered here, the dynamical motion is relatively independent of the
kinetic energy.

Therefore, in this limit, the deficiencies of the Werner-

Wheeler method become unimportant.
For the ordinary two-body viscosity considered in refs. 17 and 18,
the Raylei2h dissipation function (equal to half the rate of energy
dissipation) is calculated by means of the standard volume integral of
fluid dynamics 23

F =
where

~

21

.c

2 2

~J{V v

+ 2
+
+ . } 3
+ (V x v)
- 2V·[v x (V x v)] d r

is the viscosity coefficient.

(4.1)

(It is a volume integral over

squares and products of gradients of the fluid velocity components.)
For the one-body dissipation considered here, we calculate F by means
of the surface integral appearing in eq. (2 .11)), where F =

21

dE
dt

We restrict ourselves to axially symmetric nuclei and describe
the shape of a fissioning nucleus prior to scission in terms of smoothly
joined portions of three quadratic surfaces of revolution. 22

The

results reported here are also restricted to reflection-symmetric nuclei,

0

u

,)

u

;:t,j

8 0

,._,,,

4 6 8

-31which means that we consider explicitly only three deformation coordinates.
These specify (1) the distance between the centers of the two end spheroids
that form the shape, (2) the eccentricity 'of these end spheroids, and
(3) the eccentricity of the middle quadratic surface that forms the neck.

For displaying the dynamical paths of fissioning nuclei it is
convenient to project out of this three-dimensional space (or in general
out of an infinite-dimensional space) the two most important symmetric
degrees of freedom.
central moments 18 •

These are defined conveniently in terms of the

21

r=2(z)

and

where the angular brackets ()denote an average over the half volume to
the right of the midplane of the reflection-symmetric shape.

The

moment r gives the distance between the centers of mass of the two
halves of the dividing nucleus, and o gives a measure of the elongation
of each half about its center of mass.
As a unit of distance it is convenient to use the radius R

0

the spherical nucleus, which we determine according to the simple
relationship

R0

=

ro

Al/3

ro = 1.16

fm.

of

-32In terms of the central moments r and a we show in Fig. 4 how
one-body dissipation has the opposite effect on the prescission dynamical
path compared to ordinary two-body viscosity.
·
pat h f or a nonv1scous

236

Relative to the reference

u nuc 1 eus (d ot -d as h e d curve ) , or d"1nary two- b od y

viscosity shifts the dynamical path toward increased fragment elongation
(dashed curves).

This occurs because neck formation is a process that

involves large velocity gradients and that consequently is hindered by
two-body viscosity.

In

con~rast,

one-body dissipation shifts the dynamical

path toward a more compact configuration (solid curve).
Strictly speaking, the initial conditions used in constructing
·
d to start i ng f rom t h e 236 u macroscop1c
· saddl e po1nt
·
· h
w1t
Fi g. 4 correspon
1 MeV of kinetic energy in the fission direction for nonviscous flow.

However, the most probable paths corresponding to starting from rest an
infinitesimal distance from the saddle point are practically indistinguishable from those shown in Fig. 4.

FUrthermore, for heavy nuclei the

dependence of the fission eigenvector upon dissipation is so slight that
it may be safely neglected.
The opposite effects of two-body viscosity and one-body dissipation
on the actual scission shapes are shown in Fig. 5 for the fission of four
nuclei that span our present region of interest.

As seen in the first

column, for nonviscous flow the scission shapes are relatively compact
for light nuclei and become more elongated for heavy nuclei.

This

occurs because of the increased Coulomb repulsion for heavy nuclei.

The

second column shows that for infinite two-body viscosity the scission
shapes become more elongated, with the amount of elongation increasing
for heavy nuclei.

This increased elongation occurs because of the

0 iJ'

d

!J
~:

·d
fi.rJ

8

\.~J

.;:;

4

I'

0

9

-33large velocity gradients involved in neck formation, which is therefore
hindered by two-body viscosity.

The third column shows that for one-body

dissipation the scission shapes become more compact, and that furthermore
they are approximately the same for the fission of heavy nuclei as for
the fission of

~ight

nuclei.

In Fig. 5 the scission shapes for

236

U are taken from the appropriate

dyanmical paths of Fig. 4 and consequently refer strictly to starting a
236

U nucleus from its macroscoP.iC saddle point with 1 MeV of initial

kinetic energy in the fission direction for nonviscous flow.

The scission

shapes for the remaining three nuclei in Fig. 5 are calculated for nuclei
along Green's approximation to the valley of

B stability 25

with the indicated

2

values of Z /A; the nuclei with the closest integral values of Z and A
are also indicated.

For these cases the scission shapes refer strictly to

most probable paths.

Furthermore, in calculating the most probable paths

for one-body dissipation we neglect the inertia, which is an excellent
approximation because the one-body dissipation tensor is so
it dominates the solution.
236

large~that

(The inertia is retained in calculating the

u path for one-body dissipation.)

These technicalities have no visible

effect on the shapes shown in Fig. 5.
We compare in Fig. 6 some results of our calculations with
experimental most probable fission-fragment kinetic energies for the
fission of nuclei throughout the periodic table.

The experimental data

all refer to moderately high excitation energies, where the most probable
mass division is into two equal fragments and where single-particle
effects should be relatively small.

The results calculated for non-

viscous flow (dot-dashed curve) agree with the experimental values for

-34light nuclei but are higher than the experimental values for heavy
nuclei.
This discrepancy may be removed either by two-body viscosity or
by one-body dissipation, but the detailed manner in which this occurs
is different in the two cases.

The final translational kinetic energy

of the fission fragments at infinity may be decomposed conceptually
into the contribution that is acquired prior to scission and the remaining
contribution that is acquired from the scission point onwards.

For. light

nuclei the relatively small distance between the saddle and scission
points means that the prescission kinetic energy is always small.

However,

for heavy nuclei the relatively large distance between the saddle and

'
scission points
leads to a substantial prescission kinetic energy when
the hydrodynamical flow is nonviscous.

This prescission kinetic energy

is reduced by either two-body viscosity or by one-body dissipation.
Because two-body viscosity leads to a more elongated scission
shape, the postscission kinetic energy is also less in this case.

These

two effects combine to reduce the kinetic energy to the values given by
the dashed curve as the two-body viscosity coefficient increases to

oo

As shown in refs. 17 and 18, the experimental kinetic energies are

reproduced satisfactorily in terms of two-body viscosity when the viscosity
coefficient
~

~

has the value

= 0 . 015 -+ 0 . 005

24 MeV sec/fm
terapo i se -- 9 ± 3 x lo-

3

This relatively small viscosity is about 30% of the value that is required
to critically damp the quadrupole oscillations of idealized heavy actinide
nuclei.

0 0

-35Because one-body dissipation leads to a more compact scission
shape, the postscission kinetic energy increases in this case.

The

combined effect of the decreased prescission kinetic energy and increased
postscission kinetic energy is a small decrease in the total at infinity,
as shown by the solid curve in Fig. 6.

This curve, which has been

calculated without the adjustment of any arbitrary parameters, reproduces
adequately the experimental kinetic energies for the fission of nuclei
ranging from

80

sr to

278

110, although the calculated curve systematically

overestimates the experimental values for very heavy nuclei by about 4%.
We should note here that the wall formula, eq. (2 .11), (derived
under the assumption that the relevant bulk of the· gas is at rest) '
becomes inappropriate in the final stages of fission, when a neck has
restricted the free passage of particles from one half of the system
to the other.

The effect of this restriction is that particles bombarding

surface elements of, say, the left-hand part of the system, come mostly
from this part and are therefore characterized by a leftward drift.
The relevant value of

n for

the left half of the system is then no

longer the normal surface velocity with respect to the bulk of the whole
system (which is at rest), but the velocity with respect to the leftward
moving part, which is the one supplying the particles impinging on this
part- of. the surface.

When the neck joining the two nascent fragments

has become small enough the window formula, eq. (2.17), would become
appropriate for describing the dissipative force opposing the separation
of the fragments.

According to this formula the dissipation goes to

zero as the window closes off.

By contrast, the indiscriminate use of

eq. (2.11) would imply the nonsensical result that the fragments'

-36-

translational motions after scission were opposed by a dissipative
force. (See section 7 for a generalized wall formula that takes into
account translations.)

The proper description of the transition

region between the regimes when the wall and window formulae are
applicable is, naturally, a more difficult problem than either limiting
idealization.

The present calculations may be considered as an

approximation in which a sudden transition from the wall formula to
the window formula is made at scission.

(The window formula is then

used only in the trivial sense of giving zero dissipation for the
separation of the fragments.)

A better approximation would be to

make this transition somewhat earlier, when the window is small (but
not zero) or, even better, to make a smooth transition governed in
some way by the gradual loss of communication between the two halves
of the system.

This is a problem for the future, but we wish to warn

the reader that the presently calculated fission-fragment kinetic
energies are subject to an uncertainty arising from the above schematic
treatment of the transition from the wall formula to the window formula
at scission.

A general formulation of the one-body dissipation theory

applicable to this process

can be found in ref. 6.

The curves in Fig. 6 are calculated for nuclei along Green's
·

approx~ma

t·~on t o theva 11 ey o f

the comparison made here.

B s t a b"l·
~

~ty,

25 wh"~c h ~s
· a d equate f or

The results are calculated for most probable

dynamical paths corresponding to starting from rest an infinitessimal
distance from the macroscopic saddle point.

In calculating the

prescission paths for one-body dissipation we make the excellent
approximation of neglecting the inertia.

This means that the

0 0

.

~

0

'.
·'
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prescission contribution'is zero identically for both the solid and
dashed curves.

For these two cases the postscission kinetic energy is

taken equal to .the total nuclear plus Coulomb interaction energy at
scission, since infinitely viscous fragments separate without changing
their shape.

(The very small difference between the dashed curve in

Fig. 6 and the curve for infinite two-body viscosity presented in
refs. 17 and 18 stems from the use there of a slightly different method
for calculating the postscission kinetic energy,)
Because nonviscous fission fragments oscillate as they separate,
the postscission contribution to their translational kinetic energy is
not equal simply to the total interaction energy at scission.

Instead,

a small portion of this interaction energy is.converted during the
separation into vibrational energy rather than into translational
kinetic energy.
In calculating the nonviscous translational kinetic energy, we
represent the fission fragments in terms of two separated spheroids
and integrate numerically the postscission equations of motion until
the higher multipole corrections to the Coulomb interaction energy are
negligible.

At this point the sum of the translational kinetic energy

and the Coulomb interaction energy is taken to be the final fissionfragment kinetic energy at infinity.

The initial conditions for the

postscission motion are determined by making continuous the values of
r, cr,

r,

and

a at

the scission point.

This transition at scission

from the three-quadratic-surface paramet·rization
parametrization

to the two-spheroid

introduces a small discontinuity in the various

contributions to the total energy.

-38The curves for nonviscous flow and for infinite two-body viscosity
.
2 1/3
in Fig. 6 are visibly nonlinear 1n Z /A
, whereas the curve for one-

body dissipation

~s

approximately linear.

This approximate proportionality

2 1/3
to Z /A
arises because for one-body dissipation the scission shapes
are approximately the same for all nuclei and because the major portion
of the total interaction energy at scission is the Coulomb interaction
2 1 3
energy, which for a given shape is strictly proportional to z tA / .
However, the slope of the curve for one-body dissipation does change
2 113
slightly, especially for small values of z tA
, because the kinetic
energy must be zero for Z2/ A1/3

= '0.

(This is to be contrasted with

many semiempirical treatments of fission-fragment kinetic energies,
which would imply a finite kinetic energy for

z2tA113

=

26

0.)

In summary, experimental most probable fission-fragment kinetic
energies may.be reproduced equally well in terms of either two-body
viscosity or one-body dissipation.

With two-body viscosity, the

viscosity coefficient must be adjusted to optimally reproduce the
experimental kinetic energies and turns out to be relatively small.
For this case, the fragments from the fission of a heavy nucleus have
already acquired substantial kinetic energy by the time they reach
the scission point, which is moderately elongated.

With one-body

dissipation there is no viscosity coefficient to adjust and the motion
turns out to be dominated by dissipation.

In this case the fragments

from the fission of all nuclei are barely moving at the scission point,
which is relatively compact.
It appears from the above that the decision whether nuclear
dissipation is like ordinary two-body viscosity or like the one-body

0 0 d

L'')

0

7 2

-39dissipation considered here (or some combination of the two) will have
to be made with reference to additional experimental data and theoretical
analysis.

An important piece of experimental evidence in this connection

is the near-independence of the fission fragment kinetic energies of
-the nuclear'

·exCitation~-

100 MeV and more.

iri ilie·-·range from zero (spontaneous fission) to

Ordinary viscosity is expected to be a sensitive

function of the temperature T proportional, for a Fermi liquid, to Tat low temperatures.

2

In contrast, and in agreement with experiment,

one-body dissipation is expected to be nearly independent of temperature,
the factor

pv

varying only slowly with excitation.

In any case it is possible to say that the one body dissipation
formula, eq. (2.11), even though free of adjustable parameters, does
not meet with any obvious catastrophe when confronted with experimental
data on fission-fragment energies.
On the other hand there are many anticipated corrections to
the simple treatment of dissipation described in this section which,
taken together, might or might not spoil the present degree of agreement.
(These include corrections for surface diffuseness, quantization,
symmetries, residual interactions, neck rupture and an improved transition
from the wall formula to the window formula near scission.)

Still, as

things stand, the fission-fragment energies are at the moment reproduced
adequately even though the system is.highly overdamped and the descent
from saddle to scission is slow and creepy.

There seems to exist,

therefore, a chance of resolving the "viscous-or-non-viscous?" dilenuna
raised by experimental data on fission and deep inelastic collisions.
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We have made some estimates relevant to this problem which we shall
present in the next section.

5.

ONE-BODY DISSIPATION IN NUCLEAR COLLISIONS

Abundant experimental evidence indicates that heavy nuclei colliding
peripherally at energies up to several MeV per nucleon dissipate most of
their relative kinetic energy and angular momentum without fusing.

A

closer analysis of the data suggests that the two nuclei rapidly assume
a stuck binary configuration which rotates like an almost rigid body and
subsequently divides into fragments with (initially) a very low relative
kinetic energy.

Hence it is an essential requirement of any theory of

nuclear dynamics that it lead to a strong relaxation in the relative
degrees of freedom for nuclear collisions.

In this section

the application of the one-body dissipation theory

we discuss

to the collisions

of heavy nuclei.
For semi-quantitative estimates of the degree of relaxation implied
by the one-body dissipation it may suffice to restrict the discussion
to the idealized situation where the nuclei are assumed to remain spherical
during the collision.

This assumption is expected to be strongly violated

during the later stages of the collision process when the dynamical
development of the intrinsic shape degrees of freedom, such as neck
formation and overall elongation, plays an important role, leading to
an appreciably lower interaction barrier in the exit channel.

Hence the

estimates made in the following can only be taken as indicative; in
order to obtain more accurate values it is necessary to include to some
extent the shape dynamics.

0 0

t}

0

~t
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5.1

Simple EAtimates
In a peripheral collision the relative velocity u is almost exclusively

1 u 2 , which is the energy
tangential and the relative kinetic energy T = 2l-l
above the potential barrier, mainly derives from the angular motion. (In this
section l-1 stands for the reduced mass.)

According to the window formula the

rate of energy dissipation is then approximatelygiven by

1 - 2
--pv-T&J

4

l-1

(5.1)

where 6o denotes the effective area of the window between the two nuclei.
Since the motion is essentially tangential the initial rate of angular

momentum degradation is given by the similar relation,

(5. 2)

From the above simple expressions it is possible to obtain rough
estimates of the degree of relaxation of the relative motion in a given
nuclear collision.
colliding with a
a

~=t:~

197

As

an example, consider the case of a

Au target.

86Kr projectile

Taking the effective window radius to be

3 fm (which would be appropriate close to contact between the half-

density nuclear radii- see ref. 27), we find for the relative rate of
energy degradation

- T/T ~~t~ 0. 25

x 10

22 sec -l

..:42-

If the energy dissipation were to proceed at the initial rate (5.1) total

relaxation would be achieved after a time T given by

l

- 2

T = (- pv - t.cr)
4
ll

-1

Although the dissipation rate decreases with time, the quantity

··T

can be

taken as a measure of the time required for a substantial degree of
In the case of Kr on Au T comes out to be around 4xlO

relaxation.

-22

sec,

which is of the same order as a typical interaction time for a peripheral
collision.

28

During the characteristic time T the relative radius vector

between the two nuclei turns through an angle given by

t.e = -ur

L

__ (2T) 1/2 T
ll
r

where r is the. separation between the two nuclear centers.
Au this is approximately t.0

~

(T/245 McV)

112

For Kr on

, which for a laboratory

bombarding energy of ·600 MeV gives a result comparable to the values
extracted from the experimental data.
5.2

28

Dynamical Calculations
The method of estimation employed above is obviously a crude one

and it is only meant to serve as a rough guideline.

More· detailed

estimates can be obtained by following the dynamical development of
idealized collisions.
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Let us consider the situation in which the two colliding nuclei
(denoted by T and P) are approximated by spheres.

Thus the degrees of

freedom retained are the relative separation r and orientation 8 of
the two nuclei as well as their intrinsic orientations 8T, 8p ;

the

neck degree of freedom as well as the mass flow between the nuclei are
ignored.

This simple parametization allows one to study approximately

the dynamical relaxation of the relative degrees of

f~eedom

but is of

course inadequate to describe the overall shape evolution.
The inertial masses associated with the four degrees of freedom
r,8,8T,8P are taken as the reduced mass ~=mArApi<Ar + Ap). the moment
of inertia associated with 8 and the rigid-rotation moments of
2
·
·
I T,P = 5 MT,P R__
2
1nert1a
-T,P'

(H ere t h e mass 1s
. MT,P = rnA_
---L,P and RT,P

is the equivalent sharp nuclear radius.

29

)

The two spherical nuclei are subject to the mutual Coulomb and
nuclear interactions.

2
The former is taken as V = e ZTZP/r; it would

be easy to modify the potential to take account of the finite extension
of the nuclear charge distribution but such a refinement does not seem
warranted at present.

The nuclear interaction potential is very sensitive

to the separation between the two nuclear surfaces and it is necessary
to treat this dependence with care.
the

II

This is accomplished by employing

30
• .
•
•
by
Proximity Potentia 1 11 f or t h e nuc 1 ear 1nteract1on,
g1ven

VN = 4nyRb ¢(s/b)

where s = r - CT-CP is the surface separation,

b is the surface width

29

and

R

-44.
29
CT p are related
to the equivalent sharp radii

'

2
P by C ~ R - b /R.

~

'

Moreover, y is the specific nuclear surface energy and the dimensionless
function

~(1;;)

is the incomplete integral of ¢(1;;), the interaction energy

per unit area between two flat parallel nuclear surfaces positioned at
the separations= l;;b.

The use of the proximity potential rather than.

one based on the surface energy of sharp··surfaces represents an essential
improvement and leads to a good account of experimental elastiG-scattering
.
d ata. 30
and f us1.on

According to the window formula the friction is proportional to the
(one-sided) flux of nucleons between the two nuclei.

This quantity is

as sensitive to the details of the gap between the two nuclei as the
static nuclear interaction potential.

Consequently we shall replace

the simple window formula (2.17) by the proximity-friction formula derived
in ref. (27).

This formula approximates the one-body friction by a

method analogous to that employed for the proximity potential.

That

treatment leads to the following expression for the dissipation rate.

where n
matter.
~(I;;),

0

27

1 pv
- denotes, as in Sec. 2.2, the one-sided flux in nuclear
=4

The dimensionless proximity flux function '¥(r),

analogous to

is the incomplete integral of the function \jJ(I;;) which is the one-

sided flux per unit area between two flat parallel surfaces with
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-45separation s = r;;b.
/

The use of the proximity friction represents a

quantitative improvement similar to that of introducing the proximity
potential.·
We have carried out calculations for a number of

target~projectile

combinations in order to .gain insight into the dynamics of the relaxation
produced by the one-body dissipation.
results of

86

As an

ex~mple

we shall discuss the

Kr on 197 Au at laboratory bombarding energies of 600, 800 and

1000 MeV.
In Fig. 7 we display as a function of the initial angular momentum
ti the final orbital angular momentum tf when the two nuclei have separated.
It is seen that the main part of the cross section is associated with·
fully damped events which, in our limited parametrization, means that the
velocity mismatch at the window vanishes.

In this situation the two

nuclei will roll on each other arid carry a relative angular momentum
equal to 5 ti (ref. 31 ) •

7

Another way of illustrating the results is to plot the final kinetic
energy associated with the relative motion, TQt, as a function of the
scattering angle 8CM (in the center-of-mass· system).
Fig. 8.

This is done in

The three curves exhibit a characteristic Z-shape which bears
28

a qualitative resemblance to the structures observed experimentally.

However, the inclusion of the neck degree of freedom may considerably
change the results; in particular the final interaction barrier EB would
be lowered substantially.

Hence, no detailed comparison with experiment

should be attempted.
The dynamical evolution of the relaxation process is illustrated
in Fig. 9 which is a plot of the relative energy TCM versus the

-46separation r.
indicated~

The interaction poten-tial corresponding to i

= 0 is

The three collisions are represented as dynamical trajectories

entering from the right at a level corresponding to the bombarding energy,
gradually suffering damping and finally leaving to the right with a
substantially reduced energy.

The duration of the. various parts of the

process is illustrated by the black dots which indicate the position at
equal time intervals of l0-

22

sec.

The values of the orbital angular

momentum attained at the corresponding points in time are indicated.
same initial angular momentum ii
bombarding energies.

= .220

The

h was chosen for all three

For comparison at 1000 MeV the value ii

= 280 was

also used; this corresponds to the same impact parameter as for the i.

1

220 h trajectory at 600 MeV.

We note that the largest part of the

dissipation occurs before the radial turning point is reached; this is
evident from the energy as well as from the angular momentum.

This

makes the radial motion considerably slower on the way out than on the
way in; in the case of 600 MeV only a few MeV of radial kinetic energy
is present during the reseparation.
Taking the above results at their face value it is evident that the
one-body dissipation, as given in terms of the window formula, does indeed
lead to a substantial degradation of the relative motion in a nuclear
collision.

A more refined calculation, with a proper inclusion of the

shape degrees of freedom, might reproduce quantitatively the. experimental
data.

On the other hand there is enough uncertainty in the present

comparisons that it cannot be ruled out that the window formula, even
when refined, is inadequate.

Other mechanisms operating during the moment

of contact of two nuclear surfaces may be contributing iq. an essential way
to the dissipation of energy.

-47NUMEIUCAL TESTS OF THE WALL FORMULA

6.

In addition to comparing the one-body dissipation with experimental
results on real nuclei (with all of the attendant complexities and
ambiguities of interpretation) it is instructive to test the theory of
one-bodydissipation against simple, well.:..defined model calculations:
In this section we shall present a (far from exhaustive) set of comparisons
with numerical computer studies of non-interacting particles bouncing
around in a time-dependent deforming container.

The motion of the particles

is followed either classically or quantally and the calculated increase in
the energy of the particles in the course of time is compared with the
predictions of the wall formula.
6.1

Classical Results
As a first test we consider periodic multipole distortions around

a spherical shape.

The container has infinitely hard, perfectly reflecting

walls and its time-dependent shape is specified by the radius vector R(t),
R

R(t)

= ,0
A

(1

+ a.n (t)

P (cos8))
n

Here R is the radius of the sphere and A. is a normalization factor
0

(a function of time) ensuring that the volume of the container remains
constant in time.

Furthermore, P

n

denotes the usual Legendre polynomial.

The coefficients an are chosen to be of the form
an (t) =

2n+l )l/Z
a. cos wt
5

.( -

(6 .1)

With this choice of normalization the root-mean-square deviation from
the sphere is, for a given a., the same for all multipolarities n (in

-48the limit of small amplitudes.)

This in turn implies that the dissipation

rate predicted by the wall·formula (2.11) is the same for all values of
n and is, as a quick calculation will verify, given by

:Ewall

=

P~
4n

=5

f
(l

(R

a

P )
on n

2

do

2

Direct integration of this expression leads to the following formula
for the excitation energy as a function of time:

Ewall(t)

27T
= 5i

a

2

4
1
pv R0 w(wt - Z sin wt)

(6.2)

This simple prediction can be compared with the results obtained
by solving numerically the exact classical equations of motion.
this calculation

For

the initial conditions are taken as a uniform spatial

distribution of particles inside the container and a uniform velocity
distribution within a sharp Fermi sphere of radius vF .

To facilitate

later comparison with quanta! calculations a density. of four particles
per h

3

of phase space is assumed.

The actual solution of the dynamical

problem is conveniently obtained by using a Monte-Carlo technique,
following a sample of individual particles as they move along locally
straight trajectories, occasionally acquiring a modified energy and
velocity as a result of collisions with the moving container boundary.
Figure 10 shows the calculated results for an amplitude of
22
-1
a= 0.2 and a frequency of w = (0.19)xl0 sec (corresponding tp the
frequency of a quadrupole oscillation of an idealized heavy nucleus).

-~

0 'D
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-49Of course, the entire classical treatment can be expressed in simple
dimensionless form, but to facilitate the·comparison later on with the
quantal results we make the following specific choices of the parameter
values.

The radius R0 is taken to be 6.8465 fm, corresponding to a nucleus

with 184 particles.

The Fermi energy is taken as £F = 33.136 MeV,

corresponding to a nuclear density described by a nuclear radius constant
2
close to 1.2049 fm and a mean nuclear mass of 938.9 MeV/c .

Thus we are

studyillg a relatively heavy nucleus oscillating at a relatively low
frequency.
The wall formula prediction corresponding to these values is shown
as the full curve in fig. 10.

We note that the formula gives an excitation

per cycle of around 0.6 MeV per particle or some 110 MeV total excitation.
This indicates, in correspondence with Section 3, the large absolute
magnitude of the dissipation implied by the wall formula.
The classical (Monte Carlo) computer results are displayed for
n

= 2,4,6.

The following features should be noted.

For n = 2 there is

a large build-up of excitation energy during the first half of the
cycle; during the second half a significant fraction (in this case 60%)
of this excitation disappears again, leaving the system with a net
excitation after the completion of the cycle equal to around half of the
value predicted by the wall formula.

For n

= 4 this appearance of

partial reversibility is largely gone and the curve shows a structural
similarity with Ewall(t) but overshoots by around 40%.
exact classical result follows closely the wall formula.

For n = 6 the
This remains

true as one proceeds ton= 8 (not included in the figure).
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This at first sight confusing behavior can be qualitatively well
understood as a consequence of the symmetry properties of the various
shapes considered.

It was an important asslUilption in the derivation

of the wall formula that the particles at any time

constitut~

a ·

randomized gas, as would be the case for an irregular container.

This

assumption may be rephrased as the demand that there be no singleparticle constants of motion.

Clearly, this requirement is violated

if the container possesses special symmetries giving rise to additional
constants of motion.

In the present case the effect of such approximate

symmetries is exhibited in the results for n = 2.

For small amplitude.s

the quadrupole shape is approximately a spheroid which in turn forms
a separable problem.

The implications of approximate separability will

be discussed shortly.

At this point we note that as n is increased the

shape of the container becomes more.and more randomized and thus approaches
the conditions for the application of the wall formula.
demonstrated by the result for n

This is

= 6 (and n = 8).

When the single-particle Hamiltonian possesses special symmetries
the phase space can be divided into separate regions with no dynamical
intercommunication, each region being characterized by a specific value
of the additional constant of motion associated with the particular
symmetry present·.

In such cases the dynamical variation of the potential

can only lead to randomization of the particle motion within each subregion separately, and the quantities characterizing the distribution,
such as the mean speed

v,

may have different values from region to region;

the over-all restriction imposed by the volume conservation is in general
not sufficient to ensure that these quantities

be·the same for all

7 8

0 0

-51regions of phase space.

Hence the system appears as a collection of

separate systems which are dynamically independent of each other, except
volume conservation.

for the constraint imposed by

The most striking

consequence of this is that the leading, reversible contribution to
the energy change in eq. (2. 7) will no longer cancel out .but may in
fact dominate over the second-order dissipative contribution.
The above statements are quite general.

In order to illuminate

their content we shall examine in some detail the case of a threedimensional box.

While quite simple to treat, this example displays

the characteristic features arising from the presence of symmetries.
Let the three. sides of the box have langths 2a, 2b, 2c so that the wall
velocities are given by a,o,c.

The dynamical problem obviously separates

into three one-dimensional systems and the over-all volume conservation
imposes the constraint that the product abc remain constant in time.
Consider first the motion in the direction parallel to the side
of length a.

To leading order the particle collision frequency is

21 P v a/ a

and the energy change per collision is -2mva a, so that the rate of change
Clearly, this is
in mean particle energy is given by £ = -m;T(a)
a
a a

.

just the one-dimensional version of the ideal gas law and can be integrated
to give a reversible energy as a function of the distortion a.
en~rgy

This

is readily seen to be inversely proportional to the square of the

side length a.
From this result it immediately follows that for the three-dimensional
box the particle energy has, to leading order, the following reversible
dependence on the distortions:
Eo

E(a,b,c) =

a

2

b

3 [(ao) + (bo)

2

c 2
+(co) ] •

-52Here it has been ·assumed that when the sides are a 0 ,b 0 ,c 0 the particles
are diatributed isotropically with a mean energy

e: .
0

We note in

passing that with this assumption we always have E(a,b,c) ~ e:(a 0 ,b 0 ,c 0 ).
for distortions that conserve volume.
Now assume that the box is subjected to a periodic volume-conserving
distortion o'f the form

a =

5I,

e

a cos wt

~

Jl.(l +a cos wt)

1

b = c =

--a cos wt
2
e

5I,

~

1
2

Jl.(l - -a cos wt)

Then, to leading order in a , we find .for the reversible energy change

This reversible energy (times one half) is displayed in fig. 10 (dashed
curve) for a box with the same volume as the sphere considered
(i.e.

8 abc

= 43~

R30 )·, the amplitude has been adjusted so as to give

the same value for the wall dissipation rate as for the oscillating
sphere (which in the present case implies£ a 2
0

= 0.3947

MeV).

We see

that the bump appearing in this case is somewhat reminiscent of the
bump in the excitation curve for the quadrupole os.cillation (though
it is bigger by a factor of two or three).

This fact can be taken

as an indication that the latter bump is due to the special (approximate)
symmetry of the P

2

distortion, leading to an approximate separability

of the equations of motion.

As in the case of the box this would

invalidate the assumption of the randomization of the motions of the

0 0

8 vn

7 9
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particles rebounding from variously moving elements of the surface.
In

~oing

to higher multipole deformations (P ,P ,P ) the regularity
4 6 8

of the approximately spheroidal P

2

distortion is lost, the particles

become randomized through collisions with the increasingly corrugated
surface~

and the results of the computer studies support the validity

of the wall formula once such randomization is insured.
This interpretation of the results can be further tested by
introducing an explicit randomization of the particle motions.

Such

randomization can be enforced by making the particles jump, after a
certain length of travel, to a new random position and take off from
there with a new random direction.

This is superficially like introducing

a finite two-body collision mean free path but it iS important to stress
that the similarity is superficial.

Thus even when the free length of

travel is short (e.g. 1 fm) the particles are still completely independent
of each other and the behavior of the gas does not approach the hydrodynamic limit of correlated flows that would be expected when the short
mean free path is a result of two-body collisions.
the jumps is just a stratagem

The introduction of

to introduce randomization and destroy

the particles' long-range memory of the container's shape (including
its symmetries).
Figure 11 illustrates the results of such calculations with
jumps, for the case of quadrupole oscillations (n

= 2).

All the param-

eters of the container and gas are otherwise the same as in Fig. 10.
The thick curve labeled

00

is the same result as in Fig. 10, corre-

sponding to an infinite mean free path (i.e. no jumps).

The other

thick curve is the prediction of the wall formula, extended now over
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two periods of oscillation.

The curve labeled 32 corresponds to a mean

free path of 32 fm (recall that the radius of the oscillating sphere is
about 6.8 fm).

The result is not very different from the case of an

infinite mean free path.

A large reversible bump is again evident, and

it is repeated rather faithfully in the second cycle of the oscillation.
Going to a mean free path of 16 fm, which is now comparable with the
diameter of the container, a dramatic change is seen to occur.

The

reversible bump in the first cycle has disappeared and in the second
cycle a dip has replaced the bump.

With the mean free path reduced to

8 fm the dissipation curve is beginning to show a very rough resemblance
to the wall formula prediction, and reduction of the mean free path to
4, 2 and 1 fm seems to lead to a converging sequence approaching the
wall-formula curve.

We have not traced the reason for the apparent

convergence to a value possibly a little higher than the solid curve.
By and

larg~

however, the conclusion at this stage is that the wall

formula, derived originally for a unit area of an infinite plane wall
or piston, does represent, at least approximately and for a limited time,
the excitation energy fed into a gas of non-interacting classical
particles by the moving boundaries for an actual finite container
provided, that is, that the particle motions have sufficient opportunity
of becoming randomized, either by corrugations of the boundary of the
container or by other randomizing agencies.
6.2

quantal Results
So far our discussion has been entirely within the framework of

classical mechanics.

What if the particles in the well are quantized,

i.e. if their motions are followed according to the Schrodinger equation

8 0

0 0

0
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rather than according to classical equations ofmotion?

.·

Will the simple

wall formula predictions become completely irrelevant or will they remain
qualitatively or even quantitatively useful?
The tools for studying this question were at hand, in the form
of a computer program for numerically solving the single-particle
Schrodinger equation in a time4iependent Woods...:saxon well~2

One study

along these lines (for a sequence of fissioning shapes) had in fact
already been reported

33

and will be discussed presently.

In Fig. 12

we show the results of a related study, but for one cycle of a periodic
oscillation,

s~ilar

to those of Fig. 10.

a hexadecapole mode (n
(w = 1.08 x 10

= 4),

The oscillation is now for

the frequency is considerably higher

22 sec -l) and the amplitude is somewhat smaller.

maximum value of a
from eq. (6.1).)

4

(The

is 0.2 rather than 0.2/9/5, which would follow

Note that the comparison between classical and quantal

calculations is now no longer clear-cut:

the classical particles bounce

about in a sharp-walled well, whereas the quantized particles move in
a diffuse Woods-Saxon well.
The solid curve in Fig. 12 is again the wall formula prediction.
The triangles show the result of the classical calculation.

These results

are now closer to the wall formula than the similar hexadecapole curve
in Fig. 10.

This might be due to the fact that,.because of the higher

frequency in Fig. 12, the particles have 5.68 times less time (inone
cycle) to explore the shape of the container and to become aware of its
remaining regularities.
The (lower) dashed curve represents the excitation energy
calculated quantally for a Woods-Saxon well with a diffuseness parameter
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= 0.66

fm (a value characteristic of actual nuclei) and the dot-dashed

curve is for a much sharper well with a

= 0.1 fm.

·,

Both quantal results are of the order of magnitude of the wallformula pr:ediction.
resu~ts

the quantal

There appears to be a rather strong dependence of
on diffuseness (compare ref. 6) and for the sharper

of the two Woods-Saxon wells the correspondence with the classical
calculations (in a sharp well) and with the wall formula is quite
remarkable.

It is something to marvel at that the dot-dashed curve

required a horrendous numerical .solution of the time-dependent Schrodinger
equation in two dimensions, for dozens of

singl~-particle

wave-functions,

whereas the solid line is a back-of-the-envelope calculation resulting in
the analytic formula (eq. 6.2)
E(t)

.

1

1.9 (wt - 2 sin wt) MeV.

~

Lest_the reader gain the impression that everything about the
problem can be understood on the basis of the wall formula, we present
a sequence of figures illustrating that the relation between the quantal,
classic.al and analytic (wall formula) results can be much more complex
and is, at the moment, somewhat obscure.
Figures 13-16 refer to the
well whose equation is

2
__
X--,--

a(t) 2

+

2
_.:t__

a(t) 2

+

2
Z

c(t) 2

= l'

oscillations of an exactly spheroidal

'').

Q,O

~

"
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where
a(t)

~

R (0.8875 - 0.0375 cos wt)
0

and
2
a c

= R0 3

The oscillation is thus about a deformed (prolate) shape with a
ratio· of axes
from

c:a

~

c:a

= 1.4305 and the amplitude is fairly small, ranging

1.6283 at wt = 0 to 1.2635 at wt =

TI~

The quanta! calculations

are for particles in a Woods-Saxon well with the above geometrical shape
and the classical calculations are for an infinite square well.
In Fig. 13 the frequency is w

= 1.52

x 10

curves have the same meaning as in Fig. 12.

22 sec-! and the different

We see that for about half

a period all four curves are fairly similar.

Later the wall formula

and the sharper Woods-Saxon quanta! results continue to be somewhat
similar but the more diffuse Woods-Saxon quanta! result falls considerably
lower, as does the classical result.
W

= 0.76

X 10

22

sec

-1

In Fig. 14 the frequency is

Here all four curves have about the same magnitude

after a quarter of a period, after which the wall formula result is much
higher than the others.

The more diffuse Woods-Saxon quanta! curve and

the classical results show a remarkable degree of correspondence.
Fig. 15 the frequency is lowered further to w

= 0.38

x 10

In

22 sec -1 •

The

classical and more diffuse Wood-Saxon calculations both show a large
reversible bump, reminiscent of Fig. 10.
Fig. 16, where the frequency is w

= 0.19

This bump dominates also
x 10

22

1
sec- .

In this case

the classical result is reversible to an astonishing degree, the
excitation at. wt

= 2n

being zero within the statistics of the Monte Carlo

-58procedures.

The result looks very much like the case of the parallel-

sided box discussed earlier.

The regularity of the spheroidal potential

must a&ain be drastically affectin&. the motion of the particles.

Why

the curve for the sharper Woods-Saxon well lies much lower than the
others is not clear - but an explanation might be related to the general
circumstance that in all the quanta! results a new feature of the problem
emerges at low frequencies.
hw becomes

l~ss

Fermi-surface~

Thus when the characteristic quantum energy

than the spacing of the single-particle levels at the
the excitation energy calculated quantally might be

expected to tend to zero rapidly (exponentially) as the adiabatic limit
is approached.

(Recall the Landau-Zener theory of.· such processes, ref. 34.)

The excitation curve in such cases may be dominated entirely by the
approach to each other, during the deformation, of a single pair of
levels at the Fermi surface.

Such an approach may well occur to a

greater extent for one type of well than for another, and the results
may differ drastically as one changes the parameters of the well or the
number of particles in it.

We have indeed verified that the big bump

in Figs. 15 and 16 is due to a characteristic near-crossing of a pair
of levels, and that the bump may be made to disappear by changing the
particle number slightly.

We.have not, however, pursued the calculations

to a point where we would be in a pos.ition to give a well-founded
interpretation of all the effects involved.
Finally, we show in Fig. 17, based on ref. 33, the result of
comparing the wall formula with a quanta! calculation for an aperiodic
deformation.

In this case a diffuse potential well is following a

sequence of deformations calculated to be the saddle-to-scission

0

·J
f¥,

8
-

-59trajectory for an idealized liquid drop.

The size and -charge of the drop

in the trajectory calculation were taken to represent a nucleus of

236

U

and a fairly small (ordinary) viscosity of 0.02 terapoise was included
(ref. 18).

With these parameters (and an initial _energy of 1 MeV in the
desce~t

fission direction) the time for the
about 39 x 10

-n

.

sec and the energy dissipated (because of the ordinary

viscosity) is about 0.1 MeV per particle.
plotted as

from saddle to scission is

a function

This viscous excitation is

of time as the dashed curve in Fig. 17.

The solid curve is the result of applying the wall formula to the
relevant sequence of shapes (and carrying out the integrations over thesurface and over time numerically).

The dotted curve is a free-hand

sketch meant as a reminder that the wall formula should not, in fact,
continue to be used all the way up to scission, where the topology of
the vessel is about to change from a single container toa pair of containers.

In the latter case the window formula would be more appropriate

(see Section 5).

The result would be a dissipation curve with a nearly

horizontal slope at scission (the dissipation due to the relative motion
of the two fragments tends to zero as the neck between them pinches off).
The dotted curve is a qualitative indication that somewhere around
t ~ 31-36 x l0-

22

sec (see Fig. 18) such a flattening-out of the one-body

dissipation curve might be expected.
The solid and open circles show the results of the numerical
quanta! calculations.

The former give the excitation energy (per particle)

taken with respect to the ground state of the system at the time· in question.
Because of the axial and reflection symmetries of the potential well
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this excitation is expected to include a reversible part, resulting from
the separability of the problem.

(See Section 6.1.)

An attempt to

estimate the irreversible part of the excitation (which is the part
that the wall formula is supposed to estimate) is shown by the open
circles.

They show the resuJt of subtracting from the total excitation

energy the energy of a "pseudo ground state", defined as the state that
the system would reach if the deformation were proceeding infinitely'
slowly.

Because of the symmetries present, single-particle levels with

different quantum numbers are allowed to cross during the deformation and,
even when the rate of deformation is infinitely slow, the system does not
arrive at the true ground state appropriate to its instantaneous shape
but at a pseudo ground state with higher energy.

This excess energy is,

however, reversible, since a reversal of the infinitely slow deformation
would bring the system back to its original state (because of the allowed
level crossings).

This reversible energy is just a manifestation of the

separability of the problem discussed in Section 6.1 and illustrated there
by the box calculation .
. The conclusions to be drawn from Fig. 17 seem to be as follows.
First, the order of magnitude of the quanta! and wall-formula dissipation
energies are similar and, perhaps, can even be said to exhibit a semiquantitative correspondence.

Second, for the rate of deformation used'

in the calculation, the absolute magnitude of the excitation energy
would be about

43 MeV

per particle, corresponding to a total excitation·

close to a couple of hundred MeV!

This confirms once more.the very

large absolute magnitude of one-body damping,
quantally.

als~

when it is treated

(As can be seen by comparison with the dashed curve in

/

0 0

8

t}
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Fig. 17 this damping is an order of magnitude greater than two-body
damping associated with a viscosity coefficient of 0.02 terapoise.)
This suggests that it would be out of the question for an actual
Uranium nucleus to descend from saddle to scission at the rate
corresponding to Fig. 17.

(At least in the case of fission at moderate

energies, when superfluidity and shell effects may be disregarded.)
This is, of course, consistent with the results of Section 4, which
show that when one-body damping is allowed to determine the dynamics
of the saddle-to-scission descent, the process is slow and creepy.
7.

GENERALIZED WALL FORMULA AND THE NEW DYNAMICS

In this section we shall first generalize the wall formula (2.11)
to the case when the vessel containing the gas may be translating and/or
rotating in addition to changing its shape.

We shall then discuss the

formal structure of the equations of motion for the shape changes of
a simply-connected leptodermous system in the case when one-body
dissipation dominates the deformations.
7.1

Generalized Wall Formula
In deriving the wall formula (2.11) the bulk of the gas was

assumed to be at rest.

If the container is endowed with an overall

translation or rotation the formula, as it stands, would predict the
nonsensical result that even in the absence. of any intrinsic changes
of shape there would be a steady dissipation associated with pure
translations or rotations.
This failure of eq. (2.11) is associated with the fact that a
steady translation or rotation of a rigid container would, in practice,
set up a drift (with the character of a translation or rotation) in
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the bulk of the gas.

The relative normal velocity of a surface element

with respect to. the particles about to strike it would then not ben, the
normal velocity in space of the surface, but

n-D, where D (a function

of position on the surface) is the normal component of the relevant
drift velocity of the particles about to strike the element of surface
in question.

If the drift reached a stage where its normal component

D was actually equal to the normal surface velocity n itself, the pressure
change pv(n-D) associated with the motion of the surface element relative
to the gas would vanish and the flow of energy from the walls to the
particles would cease.
The appearance of a drift in the gas in the case of translations
and rotations is associated with the failure of the randomization
hypothesis.

A translation and/or rotation implies a highly correlated

type of motion of the surface elements, and particles in a container
that is set into translational and/or rotational motion obviously do
not return to their original velocity distribution after a few collisions
with the walls but, on the contrary, are rapidly taught to co-translate
and/or co-rotate with the container.
In general then the dissipation .associated with surface displacements on proceeding at a rate n should be written as
oE = pv
or

t

=

pv

~

f

(n-n)on dcr

(7.1)

<n-n) n do

where D specifies the normal component of the drift velocity of the
particles about to strike the surface element dcr.

In the case of a

u

0 0

0 J
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rigid container endowed with a steady translation with velocity V and
a steady rotation about an origin 0 with angular velocity

ti

the dissipation

would cease if the drift became such that
-+
D::::: (V

+

-+

-+
QxR)·~

(7 2)
0

0

since this is just the normal velocity n of a surface element of the
-+

rigidly moving container (R is the radius vector from 0 to the surface
element in question) •
. Thus for a rigid container in steady motion the modified wall
formula (7 .1), wit;h D given by (7 .2), correctly predicts the vanishing
of energy dissipation.
Now comes the real question:

what is the drift distribution D

to be inserted in (7.1) when the container is translating, rotating
and (slowly) changing its shape?
We shall try to solve this problem by seeking a function D
that
a)

has as little spatial structure as possible and

b)

satisfies a self-consistency constraint and the resulting
conservation conditions on linear and angular momentum.

The condition of "least spatial structure" is motivated by the
long mean free path aspect of the problem and the assumed irregular
shape of the container.

This, we feel, makes it impossible for the

gas to sustain any intricate velocity distribution patterns, such as
arise in the case of normal fluids, where the correlations induced
by short mean free paths lead to flow patterns in the bulk (e.g.,
an irrotational flow pattern).

In the case of long mean free paths
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any such pattern, even if set up at some instant, would quickly diffuse
away through the particles' uncorrelated .straight-line motions in the
bulk of the gas and the randomizing collisions with the boundary (assumed
irregular).

The only drift patterns that can survive would seem to be

those maintained by the regular, correlated features of the wall motions,
namely the features associated with translations and rotations.

(We

should stress that we are explicitly concentrating our attention in
this section on irregularly-shaped vessels whose shapes and motions have
no regularities or symmetries other than possible translations and
rotations . )
The further (self-consistency) condition that we shall apply to
determineD is the requirement that, when the model of a gas in a
vessel is used for a self-cohesive system such as a nucleus, there should
be no net flow of linear or angular momentum between the gas and the
vessel.

This is because in this case the vessel is not a material body

capable of trading linear and angular momentum with the particles, but
merely a self-consistently generated potential well produced by the
particles themselves.
Consider then a vessel whose surface ~· at time t is specified
+

by a radius vector R(t) taken (for definiteness) from the center of
gravity C of the space enclosed by the vessel.

The vessel is filled

+

with a gas exerting a (vector) pressure p along the normal direction
v

n at each point on the surface.

+

+

The total force F and total torque T

exerted by the gas on the vessel are given by

0

0

0
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-+

{7. 3a)

p do

-+f
.. -+
T =. . R x p do

(7.3b)

The work done by the container on the gas when the.surface elements
-+

-+

-+

are displaced from R to R + oR is

oE= -

f

p · oR = -

f

(7. 4)

pon
-+

where p is the magnitude of p and on is the normal component of the ·
-+

displacement 6R of a surface element.
For a real two-component system, consisting of a gas and a
-+·

-+

material vessel, the total force F and torque T may or may not vanish
-+

-+

(e.g., if pis a constant then F and T vanish but, for some arbitrary
-+.

-+

.

distribution of the pressure, F and T would, in general, not be zero).
However, as noted above, when we use the model of a vessel filled with
a gas to represent a single system, such as a nucleus, where the vessel
is merely the potential well generated by the particles, we must insist
-+

-+

that F and T vanish identically (otherwise the particles of the model
nucleus, even when left to themselves in force-free space, could start
moving spontaneously, their linear and angular momenta changing in time).
The vanishing of eqs. (7 .3a) and (7 .3b) thus imposes two conditions on
-+

the admissible expressions for the pressure p. With the pressure written
as
-+

p

= 13

pv

2 ..
n

pv(n - n) ~

+ ...

-66(compare eq. 2.6) these become conditions on the drift pattern D:

f
f
or

X da

(n-D)

i x~

f q~
q

(7. 6)

(n-D) da = o

(7.7)

da = 0

.f Rx~ q
where

u .5)

= o

(7. 8)

da = 0

stands for the relative normal velocity:

4 _ n-n

(7. 9)

We shall now.incorporate our "least structure" requirement on D
by trying the following two-parameter functional form ;forD:
(7 .10)

Thus we shall assume that also in the general case the functional
-+-

form of D is that associated with a translation V and a rotation
the center of mass C), the vectors
determined presently.

Vand Q being

-+-

n

(about

parameters to be

This is done by inserting (7.10) into (7.5) and (7.6),

which leads.to

f [n - (V n R) ·K1~
n - <v + n
f
+

-+-

(R x ii)[

x

-+-

-+-

da

=o

+
x R) • ~J da

(7 .11)

=0

(7 .12)
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These are two linear equations for the time-dependent vectors
V(t), Q(t), the coefficients in the equations being given in terms
-+

of the configuration of the surface, specified by R, and, its state of
motion, specified by

n.

As we shall show the solution of equations

(7.11), (7.12) has a relatively simple geometrical interpretation.

To

see this denote the configuration of a deforming surface at time t
by

L

(t) and at time t + ot by

E. (t

+ Ot).

Suppose one wishes to

make the best possible fit to the new surface E<t + ot) by taking
the old surface

L (t)

and rigidly translating it by some distance

and rotating it by some angle about its center C.

It turns out (see

-+

below) that if for the translation one takes Vot and for the rotation
one takes

n R Ot' where vand 0 satisfy
X

(7 .11) and (7 .12). the f i t

to the surface E<t + ot) will be optimal in the sense of a leastsquares adjustment of the integrated normal distance between the two
surfaces.··
To verify this define a quantity

Q,

proportional to the surface

2
integral (divided by (ot) ) of the square of the normal distance
between the surface l:<t + ot) and the translated and rotated surface

L

(t).

Thus

.-

Q

-

Pv

f

-+

-+

-+

... 2

da [n - (V + f2 xR) . n]

= pv- fda

. 2
q

(The factor pv- is included to bring out the similarity of Q and E .)
If ~ is to be stationary with respect to variations ~

Q,

o~

Qassociated
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ov

with arbitrary changes

0-+

v

Q = pv-

f

-+

and

on

we must have

-+

do

24 <-ov · tl)

do

2q(-on-+ x -+R · ~>

0

and

o:-n Q =

pv

f

0

or

,f
and

q.M do = 0

f-+Rxn q. do
u

= 0

Now these are precisely the equations (7 .11), (7 .12), which proves that
for the

-+

-+

v and n deduced

Qwould

from these equations, the value of

, stationary (in fact a minimum).

be

We shall refer to the V(t) and Q(t)

obtained by solving equations (7 .11) and (7 .12) as the "instantaneous

E (t).

(rigid-motion) tracking parameters" of the deforming shape
Thus we have the following theorem:

"The least-structured drift
-+

....

pattern (i.e a rigid-motion type of pattern described by (V + rl><R) • ~)
that ensures conservation of linear and angular momentum of a gas in
-+

a moving and deforming container is such that V and

-+

n are

the

instantaneous tracking parameters of the container's motion."

We may

now write the generalized wall formula for the rate of energy dissipation
that follows from eq. (7.4) as

-+-+

where

v,n

are the instantaneous tracking parameters defined above.

They

0 0

0

8 7

-69are functions of the configuration and its state of motion, as given by
equations (7.11) and (7.12).
value of

E may

Note that in virtue of these equations the

also be written as

(7.14)
The rate of dissipation£ in eq. (7.13) is a definite (though
implicit) function of the configuration of the surface and its state of
motion.

The Rayleigh dissipation function (in terms of which equations

of motion in generalized coordinates for dissipative systems are
conunonly derived) is one-half of this function

E.

The generalized wall formula (7.14) has now manifestly no problems
as regards conservation of linear or angular momenta for steady translations or rotations.
motions.

Also the energy dissipation vanishes for such steady

Some misunderstandings in this respect seem to have arisen with

reference to the wall formula (2.11) because it was sometimes not stressed
sufficiently that eq. (2.11) was derived for a gas assumed to be at rest,
with no macroscopic drifts present.

In this connection we might dispose

of another misunderstanding,revealed by discussions with our colleagues,
according to which the one-body dissipation, depending as it does on
the relative normal velocity of the fluid and the neighboring surface
element, would have to vanish identically because of the (hydrodynamical)
boundary condition which demands that the particle flux across the moving
boundary, and thus the normal relative velocity, vanish.

The important

thing to remember in this connection is that the pressure expression
(governing the rate of energy dissipation) is given in terms of the
surface velocity relative to the drift velocity characteristic of the

-70particles about to strike it, whereas the average local mass flow of the
fluid is given in terms of the drift velocity of all particles in a
given volume element.

There is then nothing inconsistent in having one

drift for particles about to strike an element of surface (such that
the surface is in motion with respect to this drift) and another drift
for the total mass flow of all particles near the surface, such that this
mass flow follows the boundary, without violating the proper boundary condition.

The simple example of a piston moving into a

cyli~der

filled with an

(originally) stationary long-mean-free-path gas illustrates this point.
The drift velocity of the gas is (originally) zero and the piston moves
with respect to (the drift of) the particles about to strike it.

But

the region close to the advancing piston contains both the particles
about to strike it and the particles that have just re-bounded, whose
speeds have been increased by the collision.

In the region of space

close to the piston there is, therefore, a net drift in the direction
of the piston's motion,

which is in fact just sufficient to keep vacating

the space claimed by the piston and to satisfy the no-flux boundary
condition.
Figure 19a illustrates the situation in velocity space.
similar

t~

It is

Fig. 1 and gives the velocity distribution for particles in

the immediate vicinity of the advancing piston.

For ease of illustration

we consider the velocity distribution function f(v) of the undisturbed
gas in the cylinder to . be a Fermi function with Fermi velocity v F ,
indicated as a sphere centered on the point 0 in Fig. 19.

This point

corresponds to the origin of a reference frame in which the undisturbed
gas is at rest.

The point O' locates the (negative) normal velocity

0 0

0

-71of the piston as seen from such a frame.

The particles which have just

collided with the piston have had their z-components of velocity with
respect to the piston reversed, and are therefore bounded by (a portion
of) a sphere centered on 0' ' , where 0' ' 0' is equal to 0' 0.
The velocity distribution of the particles in the immediate
vicinity of the piston is zero outside the reflection symmetric boundary
in Fig.l9a and constant inside.

(The constancy of the distribution

function is an immediate consequence of Liouville's theorem and may be
verified by a trivial calculation of the collision kinematics.

In

particular there is no doubling of the velocity distribution function
in what would be the overlap region of the two Fermi spheres.

Note

also that since a general velocity distribution f(v) can be considered
as made up of stacks of step-like Fermi distributions with different
radii vF' the generalization of Fig. 19a is obvious and consists of
stacking up distributions similar to Fig. 19a but with a variety of
values of vF.)
It is clear now that even though particles about to strike the
piston (those to the right of the dashed line in Fig. 19a) are
characterized by a velocity drift of

m~gnitude

0'0 with respect to

the piston, the drift of all particles with respect to the piston is
zero, because of the reflection ·symmetry about O'.

It is also clear

that because of this symmetry there is no flux of particles through
the moving piston, so that the continuity condition at the piston is
satisfied.

We note, however, that the volume of the distribution in

Fig. 19a is greater than the volume of a single sphere of radius vF.
Since (again by Liouville's theorem) the density of representative
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points in phase space is fixed, it follows that the particle density in
real space must have increased in the vicinity of the piston.
pile up increases with the speed of the piston,

~eaching

This density

a limiting value

of a factor of two when the piston speed exceeds the velocity vF.
(Fig.
19b .) If the piston were receding, the boundary in velocity space
.
'

would be as shown in Fig. 19c, and the particle density near the piston
would have decreased.

For a piston receding with a speed exceeding vF

the volume in Fig. 19c would vanish and the density would be zero, as one
would

expect~

From the above discussion it is clear that the motion of the surface
elements of a deforming vessel must induce density changes (near the
surface) away from the average density p, but that this is not
inconsistent with the hypothesis that (because of the randomization of
the particles' motions) the effective density of the particles about
to strike the surface continues to be characterized by p.

The continued

use of the wall formula (2.11) with a fixed average value of p may then
be justified to the extent of the v.,lidity of the randomization hypothesis.
The reason for the original misunderstanding concerning the
boundary condition is that in conventional (short-mean-free-path) ·fluid
mechanics one does not make a distinction between the drift of particles
about to hit an element of surface and the total drift.

Because of the

short mean free paths a single local drift is assumed to characterize
e~ch

point in space and the velocity distribution .at any point in space

is always assumed to be spherically symmetric about the local drift
velocity.

Distributions like Fig. 19 are not contemplated in short-path

fluid mechanics.

8

0 0

-73The situation is different in the case of long mean free paths
and a careful distinction should be made between the drift of particles
about to hit the surface and the total drift.

This is also the reason

why in this section we were careful to refer to D as the normal drift
component of particles about to hit an element of surface located by
-+

-+

-+ -+ -+

the vector R, without implying that the total drift at R is V+nxR.
-+

There is similarly
-+

no implication that the total drift at a point r
-+

in the bulk is V + n
7.2

-+
X

r.

Equations of Motion
In order to derive the general equations of motion of a system

experiencing one-body dissipation we need, in addition
dissipation function given as one-half of

E in

to the Rayleigh

eq. (7.14), the potential

and kinetic energies of the system, expressed in terms of its configuration
and state of motion.

In the case of the kinetic energy this calls for an

analysis of the collective drift of the particles in the bulk of the
system (and not only of the normal surface component D of the particles
about to strike the surface).
Insofar as the system is dominated by dissipation a plausible
hypothesis would seem to be that the kinetic energy would have the
same form as for a very viscous body, i.e. that as regards translations
and rotations the system behaves like an (almost) rigid body and that
as regards intrinsic changes of shape the kinetic energy associated
with these changes is negligible.

The equations of motion for the

translation and orientation degrees of freedom would then presumably
be the familiar equations for an asymmetric top

(w~th

a slowly varying

inertia tensor) and for the intrinsic changes of shape they would be

-74first order equations (without an inertial term) balancing conservative
and possibly centrifugal (but not Coriolis) forces against dissipative
forces.
We have so far not been entirely successful in writing down the
general equations embodying the above hypothesis and in what follows
we shall_ only illustrate the structure of the equations of

motion

governing intrinsic changes of shape in the case when the angular
momentum is zero and the problem of rotational degrees of freedom does
not arise.
Consider for definiteness a leptodermous, incompressible system
such as an idealized nucleus, whose potential energy, apart from a
constant volume term, consists of a surface energy E

s

surface tension
density p •
e

Y and

associated with a

a Coulomb energy Ec due to a uniform charge

The change in the total energy associated with a surface

displacement specified by normal deformations on is, by well-known
theorems (ref. 35), given by the following surface integral
oE

where

K

= oE s +

oEc

is the total curvature of the surface and cp is the electric potential

at the point in question.

The quantity YK +

21

peep thus plays the role

of a generalized force for each element of surface dcr, such that this
force times the displacement on of dcr gives the contribution to the
total energy associated with dcr.

As remarked in Section 2, the

dissipative force opposing the motion of a surface element dcr is,

0 0

8 0

.~

'r,

0
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according to the wall formula, equal to -pvri (when no drifts are present).
In order for these forces to balance (recall that we are disregarding
the inertial resistance to the motion) the sum must be zero.

More·.

precisely, if only volume-preserving disp-lacements are contemplated,
it is sufficient that the sum of the forces at each point be a constant
independent of position on the surface.

YK +

t Pe ~ -

Thus

pVn = constant

(This is because the expression

f

(7 .15)

(canst) ondo is identically zero

for volume-preserving deformations.)
The constant in eq. (7.15) (a Lagrange multiplier) is readily
determined by subtracting from eq. (7.15) its surface average.

This

gives

+ .!_2 pe (~-~) - pv ri =

y(K-K)

0

(7 .16)

(The average of n for a volume-preserving displacement is zero.)
dn
1
dt = pv

...

where

~

(~- ~)

Hence

(7 .17)

is the total generalized conservative force acting on a surface

element, and
used above

~

~- ~

is its surface average.
35

may be re-written as

(In the illustrative example

\

-76where

K

0

is the total curvature and

<P

0

is the electr·ic surface potential

of the spherical shape, B and B are the surface and Coulomb energies
s

c

in units of their values for the sphere, and x is. the fissility parameter
defined in connection with eq. (3.3).) In any case the content of
eq. (7.17) is the simple statement that the rate of displacement of a
surface element is equal to the effective driving force 4> - ~ divided
by the dissipation coefficient

pv.

The relation (7.17) is a first-

order equation, so that the configuration of the system at one instant
(without regard to the initial velocities) determines the subsequent
motion.

In a numerical step-by-step solution of eq. (7.17) one could,

for example, calculate the normal displacements on in a time ot by

on

1

pv
the right-hand side being a quantity calculable in terms of the
configuration in question.
The equation of motion (7.17), even though specialized to
non-rotating systems, serves to illustrate the relative simplicity of
the smooth background equation of the "New Dynamics" that arises when
the motion is dominated by one-body dissipation.

This simplicity, as

compared to ordinary (e.g. nonviscous) hydrodynamics, is twofold.
First, the equation of motion is of first rather than second order.
Moreover, the degrees of freedom of an idealized leptodermous nucleus
arecontained in the specification of the surface only, and not in the
specification of a bulk velocity flow pattern.
are thus doubly rather than triply infinite.)

(The degrees of freedom

,

.

0

0 0
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Comments .·
We shall end this Section with several comments on the relation

of the

one~body

problem.

dissipation theory to other discussions of the nuclear

First we note that the Time-Dependent Hartree-Fock treatment

of a nucleus is a theory of the one-body type, in which the nucleons are
independent except through their interactions with a common
potential.

one~body

The TDHF theory is, in addition, explicitly self-consistent:

the potential well is not an external containerbut is generated by the
nucleons themselves.

Numerical TDHF calculations could thus explore the

shortcomings of the one-body dissipation theory described in the present
paper arising from the disregard (except for the conservation conditions
imposed in Section 7.1) of self-consistency.

In addition such calculations

could test the degree of validity of the smooth dynamics, suggested in
Section 7.2, as regards the effects of quantization, symmetries and small
particle numbers.

If TDHF calculations could be performed for relatively

large systems, devoid of symmetries and/or excited to temperatures where
shell effects are suppressed, one might look for quantitative agreement
with the predictions of the smooth macroscopic dynamics (unless the selfconsistency problem was a crucial one.)

For smaller systems at low

temperatures drastic modifications might be expected.

(Some caution may

be necessary in such comparisons in connection with the strictly singledeterminant nature of TDHF calculations.

The full implications of this

feature of the TDHF theory is not clear to us.) .·
As regards the relation of the present work to the diffusion-type
treatments of heavy-ion collisions, one suspects the existence of intimate
connections between the two.

For example, in the discussion of the window

-78-

formula drag between two nuclei, the underlying mechanism is the exchange, back
and forth, of nucleons.

If this exchange is assumed to have the properties

of a statistical random walk,

the width of the mass distribution of the

fragments is expected to be related to the square root of the number of
steps in the random walk, i.e. to the number of exchanges of nucleons
through the window.

Since this number of exchanges governs the drag

·between the nuclei, there should be a definite correlation between the
variance of the fragment mass distribution and the
and deep-inelastic collisions.

~nergy

loss in grazing

Studies of such correlations are reported

in ref. 37 •.
The intimate relation between the dissipation-dominated dynamics
envisioned in the present paper and diffusion-type theories is also
illustrated by the qualitative observation that in both cases the timedevelopment of nuclear shapes is expected to be slow and creepy.

Such

a slow and creepy time development in the context of nuclear fission
' 38
had been anticipated many years ago by P. Fang
and had been a constant
theme in his statistical treatment of fission.

The equations of our

smooth d)TD.amics suggest a quantitative way of describing the saddle-toscission stage of the process, a problem that is left open in the above
treatment of fission.

0 0

8 0
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SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK

The situation suggested by this study

appear~

to be as follows ..

By taking at face value the independent-particle model of nuclear
structure, also when the nuclear potential well is a slowly varying
'
function of time, one is led to suspect that macroscopic nuclear
dynamics might often be dominated by dissipative effects.

A "randomization

hypothesis" .leads to two particularly simple dissipation expressions,
the wall formula and the window formula.

The fundamental time unit for

energy dissipation implied by these formulae turns out to be the
relatively short single-particle transit time R/v (in order of magnitude).
The wall formula, when applied to the description of nuclear fission,
does not lead to serious disagreement with experiment.

The window

formula,·when applied to nucleus-nucleus collisions, implies a fairly
rapid dissipation of the energy of relative motion, but whether there
is quantitative agreement or not with experimental data is not certain.
Further theoretical studies (both those reported here and those
in ref. 6), bring out the expected failure of the randomization hypothesis
for

nucle~r

shapes and motions characterized by special regularities and

symmetries.

Quanta! effects also set a limit to the applicability of

simple macroscopic formulae, especially for small systems at low
temperatures.

Finally at high temperatures approaching the Fermi

energy, the independent-particle model and the associated dissipation
formulae are expected to break down, the nuclear medium becoming more
like an ordinary fluid (which, however, is still expected to be dominated
by viscosity- see Section 3).

-80Taking a broad view of the situation, the following features
appear to emerge.

A two-part approach to nuclear dynamics, in which

effects of shell structure are added to a smooth background, somewhat
36
analogous to the two-part approach to nuclear statics,
should
be

useful~

Apart from super-fluidity at very low nuclear excitations,

the smooth background dynamics would appear to be characterized by
super-viscidity, i.e., a pronounced dominance
dissipative effects.

of the motions by

At moderate temperatures, in the domain of the

approximate validity of the independent-particle model, the dissipation
is probably largely of the ~ne-body kind, presumably giving place to
more conventional two-body viscosity at high temperatures.

This smooth

dynamics (whose key equations are relatively simple, especially in
the one-body domain) is expected to be modified more or less drastically
at moderate and low temperatures by symmetries and quanta! features.
The future development of macroscopic nuclear dynamics might
thus be found to parallel the development of macroscopic nuclear statics.
There, the simple smooth background equations for the macroscopic nuclear
potential energy (written down in the thirties) were followed (in the
sixties) by a gradual understanding of the special effects of symmetries
and quantization.
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-85· FIGURE CAPTIONS
Fig. 1

Distribution function in velocity space for particles about to
~a,

strike an element of area
moving with

~a.

as seen from a coordinate system

The z-direction is along the normal to

~o.

The

velocities of the mass points cluster symmetrically about the
-+

relative gas drift velocity U, whose magnitude in the z-direction
is U and whose component in the transverse direction is
z
-+
....
typical particle has velocity v, with a z-component v z z.
average velocity of particles in a slab dv

z

is

-+

u1 +

-+

ul.

A

The

...,

v z, and the
z

number of such particles is proportional, to the projected
distribution function g(v ).
.

Fig. 2

z

The region of integration in the space of

~

(the distance of a

slab of particles from the surface) and v (normal component
z
of a particle's velocity).

The projected distribution function

g(vz) in the integrand is indicated.
Fig. 3

Two systems in relative motion and communicating through a
small window

~a.

The particles about to traverse the window

from A to B are characterized by a drift velocity with respect
.

-+

to the window given by U, and the particles about to go from
-+t

B to A are characterized by a velocity U •
Fig. 4

Dynamical paths in r-a space of a

236

scopic saddle point to scission.

The reference path for

u

nucleus from its macro-

nonviscous flow is given by the dot-dashed curve.

The dashed

curves show the paths calculated in ref. 18 for various values
of the two-body viscosity coefficient

~.

which is measured in

-86units of terapoise (1 TP =l0 12 dyn sec/cm

2

= 6.24

x

.lo-

22

3
MeV sec/fm ).

The solid curve shows the path for the one-body dissipation
considered here.

The scission points are indicated by the tips

of the arrowheads.
Fig. 5

Effect of dissipation on scission shapes.for the fission of four
nuclei.

The reference shapes for nonviscous flow are given in

the first column •. The second column shows the scission shapes
for infinite two-body viscosity, and the third column those for
the one-body dissipation considered here.
Fig. 6

Comparison of calculated and experimental most probable fissionfragment kinetic energies as a function of

z2 /A113 .

The kinetic

energies calculated for nonviscous flow are given by the dot-dashed
curve.

The dashed curve shows the results for infinite two-body

viscosity, and the solid curve shows the results for the one-body
dissipation considered here.

The experimental data are for cases

in which the most probable mass division is into two equal fragments;
the open symbols represent values for equal mass divisions only
and the solid symbols represent values averaged over all mass
divisions.

The original sources for the experimental data are

given in ref. 18.
Fig. 7

The final orbital angular momentum as a function of the initial
angular momentum for an idealized
idealized
1000 MeV.

179

86

Kr nucleus bombarding an

Au nucleus at laboratory energies of 600, 800, and

The window formula, in the form of the Proximity Friction,

was used to describe the dissipation of energy.
tf

=~

The value

ti corresponds to the rolling condition which, within the

0 0

9

I.

0

-87limitations of the model, corresponds to total relaxation in the
relative angular degree of freedom.

A large part of the

cross-section is seen to correspond to

Fig. 8

Energy vs

s~ch

a relaxed situution.

angle plots (Wilczynski diagrams) for the idealized

collision of

86

Kr on

179

Au at three (lab ) energies.

The labels

on the circled points give the final orbital angular momentum
appropriate to the angle and energy indicated.

The interaction

barrier EB (the same, in the model used, for the entrance and
exit channels) is indicated.
Relative center of mass energy ECM (denoted in the text by TCM)
vs

center separation .for four collisions of

86

Kr on 179Au

(ELAB = 600 MeV, R..i = 220 h; ELAB = 800 MeV, R..i = 220 h; ELAB = 1000
MeV, R..i = 220 h and 280 h.)

The time evolution of the collisions

is indicated by dots giving the position at intervals of lo- 22
sec

and the labels on the dots refer to the current orbital .

angular momentum.

The upper part of the curve for

E1.AB = 1000

MeV

has two sets of dots, one for the trajectory starting with
R..i = 220 h and the other with R..i = 280 h.
almost identical at first.)

(The trajectories are

Note that the approach of the orbital

angular momentum to its asymptotic value is not quite monotonic.
The lower curve is the interaction energy between the two nuclei.
Fig. 10

The excitation energy per classical particle vs

the phase of

oscillation of a spherical container with infinitely hard walls.
The dimensions of the container and the initial distribution
of particle velocities were chosen to approximate a nucleus with
22 -1
184 particles and the oscillation frequency was w
0.19X10 sec .

-88Results for quadrupole (n=2), hexadecapole (n=4) and n=6
oscillations are displayed, showing a convergence towards the wall
formula prediction (solid line).
for a parallelepipedal

The dashed line shows the result

box oscillating about the cubical shape,

with the same rms amplitude as in the other cases.
Fig. 11

The same spherical container as in Fig. 10 is oscillating in the
quadrupole mode with the same amplitude and frequency as before.
The partly reversible bumpy structure in the excitation energy
pet particle, ascribed to the symmetry of.the quadrupole mode,
can be destroyed by randomizing the particles' motions by making
them jump after a given distance of travel (indicated, in fermis,
on the right of the curve in question).

When the jumps are every

1 or 2 fm the excitation curve is close to the wall formula
prediction.
c

Fig. 12

A comparison of the wall formula with classical and quanta! computer
studies.

The oscillating container in the classical calculation

is the same as in Fig. 10 and in the quanta! calculation it is a
Woods-Saxon potential well with a diffuseness
or a

= 0.~.

The multipolarity of the oscillation is n

frequency in 1.08 x 10
orbits is 56 (N
Fig. 13

parameter a = 0.66

~

22

4, the

1
sec- , and the number of doubly filled

112).

This is similar to Fig. 12 but the shape of the container (or
Woods-Saxon well-) is an exact spheroid, oscillating about a
deformed prolate shape with a ratio of axes of c:a = 1.4305.
frequency is 1.52 x 10 22 sec-!

The

0 0

. I!
~,.~

8 0 .;

A
'

9 7

-8922

-1

Fig. 14

Same as Fig. 13 but the frequency is 0.76

X

10

Fig. 15

Same as Fig. 13 but the frequency is 0.38

X

1022 sec -1

Fig. 16

Same as Fig. 13 but the frequency is 0.19

X

10

Fig. 17

Comparison of the wall formula with a quantal calculation for

22

.sec

sec

-1

the excitation energy in the case of particles in a well
following a sequence of saddle-to-scission shapes.

The quantal

result is based on following 144 neutrons (i.e. 72 doubly
occupied

eigenfunctions) in the diffuse well shown in Fig. 18.

The time development of these shapes is based on a classical
hydrodynamic calculation including a viscosity of 0.02 terapoise,
which results in the viscous damping shown by the dashed curve.
The full circles give the quantal excitation energy with respect
to the ground state of the system with the appropriate shape.
The open circles are an estimate of the irreversible part of this
excitation (see text).

The dotted curve is an indication of how

the one-body dissipation would be expected to deviate from the
wall formula prediction in the vicinity of scission.
Fig. 18

The 10,30,50,70 and 90 percent contours are shown for three
shapes in the saddle-to-scission sequence used in the calculation
underlying Fig. 17.

Fig. 19

The boundary of the velocity distribution function in the immediate
vicinity of an element of area moving normally with respect to a
long mean-free-path Fermi (or Knudsen) gas, originally at rest
and characterized by a limiting velocity

~F·

The particles about

to strike the surface are to the right of the dashed line, those
that have rebounded are to the left.

In (a) the element of

-90surface is moving towards the gas with a speed less than vF,
in (b) with a speed greater than vF, and in (c) it is moving away
from the gas with a speed less than vF.
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